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Abstract

In this thesis, we tackle the problem of designing a multi-view facial landmark detector
which is robust and works in real-time on low-end hardware. Our landmark detector
is an instance of the structured output classifiers describing the face by a mixture
of tree based Deformable Part Models (DPM). We propose to learn parameters of
the detector by the Structured Output Support Vector Machine algorithm which, in
contrast to existing methods, directly optimizes a loss function closely related to the
standard evaluation metrics used in landmark detection. We also propose a novel
two-stage approach to learn the multi-view landmark detectors, which provides better
localization accuracy and significantly reduces the overall learning time. We propose
several speedups that enable to use the globally optimal prediction strategy based on
the dynamic programming in real time even for dense landmark sets. The empirical
evaluation shows that the proposed detector is competitive with the current state-of-
the-art both regarding the accuracy and speed.

We also propose two improvements of the Bundle Method for Regularized Risk Min-
imization (BMRM) algorithm which is among the most popular batch solvers used
in structured output learning. First, we propose to augment the objective function
by a quadratic prox-center whose strength is controlled by a novel adaptive strategy
preventing zig-zag behavior in the cases when the genuine regularization term is weak.
Second, we propose to speed up convergence by using multiple cutting plane models
which better approximate the objective function with minimal increase in the compu-
tational cost. Experimental evaluation shows that the new BMRM algorithm which
uses both improvements speeds up learning up to an order of magnitude on standard
computer vision benchmarks, and 3 to 4 times when applied to the learning of the
DPM based landmark detector.
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Abstrakt

V této tezi se zabýváme návrhem v́ıce-pohledového detektoru významných bod̊u na
lidské tváři, který je robustńı a funguje v reálném čase, a to i na hardware nižš́ı tř́ıdy.
Námi navržený detektor významných bod̊u je instanćı strukturálńıho klasifikátoru,
založeného na popisu tváře pomoćı směsi “Deformable Part Models” se stromovou
strukturou. Parametry detektoru se uč́ı pomoćı algoritmu “Structured Output Sup-
port Vector Machines”, který na rozd́ıl od existuj́ıćıch metod dokáže optimalizovat
ztrátovou funkci př́ımo souvisej́ıćı s metrikou použ́ıvanou pro vyhodnocováńı přesnosti
detektor̊u významných bod̊u. V tezi navrhujeme nový dvou-fázový algoritmus pro učeńı
v́ıce-pohledových detektor̊u významných bod̊u, který dosahuje vyšš́ı přesnosti lokali-
zace a zároveň významně snižuje celkovou dobu učeńı. Kromě toho navrhujeme několik
urychleńı detekčńıho algoritmu, d́ıky nimž lze predikovat polohu i husté množiny
významných bod̊u v reálném čase za pomoci metod globálńı optimalizace. Empirické
vyhodnoceńı ukazuje, že navrhovaný detektor je porovnatelný s nejmoderněǰśımi de-
tektory, co se týče přesnosti i rychlosti detekce.

Dále navrhujeme dvě vylepšeńı algoritmu “Bundle Methods for Regularized Risk Mi-
nimization (BMRM)” patř́ıćıho mezi nejpopulárněǰśı dávkové metody pro učeńı struk-
turálńıch klasifikátor̊u. Zaprvé navrhujeme rozš́ı̌rit účelovou funkci o pomocný kva-
dratický člen, jehož váha je kontrolována novou adaptivńı strategíı, která zabraňuje
nestabilńı konvergenci (“cik-cak” chováńı) v př́ıpadě, kdy p̊uvodńı kvadratický re-
gularizačńı člen je př́ılǐs slabý. Zadruhé navrhujeme urychleńı konvergence použit́ım
v́ıcenásobného modelu odsekáváj́ıćıch nadrovin, který lépe aproximuje účelovou funkci,
a to s minimálńım nár̊ustem výpočetńı náročnosti. Experimentálńı vyhodnoceńı uka-
zuje, že nový BMRM algoritmus využ́ıvaj́ıćı obě navržená vylepšeńı zrychluje učeńı
až o jeden řád na standardńıch srovnáváćıch sadách a 3–4 krát při aplikaci na učeńı
navrhovaného detektoru významných bod̊u.
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1. Introduction

Accurate localization of facial landmarks is an important topic in computer vision,
which is increasingly getting more and more attention nowadays. As a crucial pre-
processing step, the localization of facial landmarks became an integral part of a facial
recognition/processing pipeline. In this work, we focus on the real-time and multi-
view facial landmarks detection. While the former is an essential requirement for all
time-dependent face processing tasks, which are becoming more frequent thanks to
the emerging applications for mobile and embedded systems, the latter is necessary
for operation in unconstrained (“in-the-wild”) environments. We should also mention,
that while the problem of the near-frontal facial landmark detection is covered quite
thoroughly in the existing literature, the multi-view scenario is just slowly getting into
the attention. This is mainly thanks to the increasing demand for applications working
in unconstrained conditions.

The importance of the topic is also apparent in the growing number of related papers
presented at the top computer vision conferences. See Figure 1.1 for more details.

There are numerous applications of the facial landmark detection, see Figure 1.2
for illustration. The usage of facial landmark detector is both direct and indirect.
Typical representatives of the applications using the output of a facial landmark de-
tector directly are for example: facial expressions analysis [Valstar et al., 2015], where
usually the Facial Action Coding System [Ekman and Friesen, 1978] is used to decode
the facial expression corresponding to a particular emotion or non-verbal message;
marker-less motion capture [Thies et al., 2016], where the facial landmarks are used
to aid the Computer Generated Imagery, primarily to transfer the facial expressions
from human actors to generated models, in the movie making industry, or simply to
create facial expressions for avatars, of the augmented reality in the Human-Computer
Interaction. To the category of the indirect applications of facial landmark detection
belong all applications where the facial landmarks are used for some pre-processing,
for example: face registration [Trigeorgis et al., 2016] is usually performed prior face
recognition task, where it often leads to increased accuracy of the follow-up decision
problem like the identity recognition [Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al., 2016]; 3D face
reconstruction [Roth et al., 2016], where, for instance, the landmarks are used to aid
the structure from motion algorithm; head-pose orientation [Čech et al., 2015] where
a 3D face model is fitted to estimated 2D landmark positions; face tracking; other face
processing tasks like prediction of gender, age, expression, or other facial attributes [Es-
calera et al., 2016; Uřičář et al., 2016b].

Detection of facial landmarks in uncontrolled environments is a non-trivial problem
for several reasons. The key factor is a large intra-class variability of the input image
due to the change of position, scale, and rotation of the face (being itself a 3D object
projected to 2D image), lighting conditions, background clutter, facial expression,
occlusions, and self-occlusions, hair style, make-up, race, aging, modality (webcam,
camera, scanned image) and so on. Despite considerable progress in the last years, the
problem in its full generality remains unsolved.

1
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Figure 1.1. Counts of papers relevant to the thesis topic on top computer vision conferences
in the last decade. We collected these numbers by manual inspection of the conference
proceedings, based on the keywords search, such as “facial”, “landmarks”, “fiducial points”,
etc.

1.1. Problem Formulation

In this section, we outline the requirements on a facial landmark detector which we
attempt to fulfill. The requirements are motivated by our experience with solving a set
of real-life problems. The requirements concern the input of the detector, its output,
its processing time, as well as its ability to adapt to a new problem.

We assume, that the landmark detector is provided with a facial image along with
an estimate of the face location, scale, and in-plane rotation. Only a rough estimate
of the location, scale, and in-plane rotation is required. In other words, an output of a
present-day face detectors should be sufficient to generate the input for the landmark
detector. The problem of the face detection itself is not tackled in this thesis.

In this thesis, we aim at the multi-view landmark detector. The landmark detector
should be able to output a rough estimate of the viewpoint (or the yaw angle of the face
in 3D), and a subset of landmarks visible from that viewpoint. For most applications,
it is sufficient if the detector is operable in the range of yaw from −90◦ to 90◦. Also,
the landmark detector should be robust against the rotation of face along its lateral
axis, or the pitch yaw. Pitch in the range from −45◦ to 45◦ is sufficient to cover the
majority of standard facial images. Figure 1.3, and 1.4 show exemplary inputs and
outputs of the required facial landmark detector.

Formally, we treat the multi-view facial landmark detector as an instance of the
structured output classifier

h : I → S × Φ , (1.1)

where I is a set of possible facial images (as described above), Φ is a set of discretized
yaw angles (rough estimate of the viewpoint), and S is a set of all 2D configurations
of facial landmarks visible in all estimated views. In many existing approaches, the
evaluation of detector (1.1) leads to an optimization problem for which no global solver
exists. On the contrary, in this thesis, we concentrate on a class of detectors allowing
to find a global solution to the prediction problem efficiently.

Evaluation time of the detector is a further determining characteristic in many ap-
plications. A short decision time is sometimes more important than the accuracy
of landmark predictions. In this work we aim at a detector operating in real-time on

2



1.2. Datasets with Facial Landmarks Annotation

(a) Expression recognition (b) Recognition of facial attributes

(c) Heart beat rate estimation (d) Identity recognition

Figure 1.2. Facial landmarking applications.

standard computers, that is, no special hardware like an up-to-date dedicated Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU) is required.

Last but not least, we aim at the framework that is flexible enough to be applicable
for different landmark configurations (sparse, or dense landmark sets), and various
types of input images. A design of new instances of the landmark detector should
require a reasonable effort of a human expert while most of the work should be done
automatically by learning from fully annotated examples.

The requirements outlined above lead us to choose tree based Deformable Part Based
Models (DPM), learned from fully annotated examples by the Structured Output
Support Vector Machine (SO-SVM) as the framework for developing the multi-view
detector. Obstacles associated with this choice and our approach to mitigate them is
the main subject of this thesis.

1.2. Datasets with Facial Landmarks Annotation

To get the quantitative evaluation of landmark detectors, as well as to train them, the
datasets with annotated examples of facial images are needed. Since the acquisition
of such datasets, and especially their annotation, is expensive, in the near past there
were only a few publicly available datasets. Fortunately, with the increased interest
in the facial landmark detection, the number of existing datasets has also increased.
Nowadays, there exists a relatively large set of options. We list the most frequently
used datasets, and provide their short description below. A summary is given in
Table 1.1. Most of the datasets are also used in the experimental evaluation of the
proposed landmark detectors.

LFW [Huang et al., 2007] Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) is a database of face
photographs designed for studying the problem of unconstrained face recognition.

3



1. Introduction

Figure 1.3. Exemplary inputs (top), and outputs (bottom) of desired multi-view facial land-
mark detector. Red dots denote estimated landmarks. The rough estimate of the yaw angle
is shown on the top of each face box. The confidence of the estimate is reported in the
bottom part of each face box.

The data set contains more than 13, 000 images of faces collected from the web. Each
face has been labeled with the name of the person pictured. 1, 680 of the people
pictured have two or more distinct photos in the data set. The only constraint on
these faces is that they were detected by Viola and Jones [2004] face detector.

We use the LFW database enhanced by the manual annotation of 7 landmarks1,
namely the eye canthi, mouth corners and a tip of the nose. The representative
images from the database, including the annotation, are depicted in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5. Some examples from the LFW dataset with the 7 landmarks annotation.

Multi-PIE [Gross et al., 2010] The CMU Multi-PIE face database contains more than
750, 000 images of 337 people recorded in up to four sessions over the span of five
months. Subjects were imaged under 15 viewpoints and 19 illumination conditions
while displaying a range of facial expressions. The high-resolution frontal images

1Courtesy of Eyedea Recognition, Ltd.

4



1.2. Datasets with Facial Landmarks Annotation

Figure 1.4. Near-frontal facial landmark detector with a dense set of landmarks. Input is on
the left, the resulting output on the right. The axis-aligned face box (which is the part of the
detector’s input) is shown in yellow. The red dots denote the detected landmarks. The blue
lines represent the graph of landmarks connections, see Section 3.1 for details. This type of
detector is suitable for more complex face analysis, such as the expression recognition, etc.

were acquired as well. In total, the database contains more than 305 GB images.

There exist annotation of 68, and 39 facial landmarks set for the near-frontal, and
profile face poses, respectively. See Figure 1.6 for a sample. However, this annotation
does not come with the database and is available on demand from the authors for
academic use only.

Figure 1.6. Representative Multi-PIE images, and annotations.

LFPW [Belhumeur et al., 2011] “Labeled Face Parts in the Wild” (LFPW) consists
of 1, 432 faces from images downloaded from the internet using simple text queries on
sites such as www.google.com, www.flickr.com, and www.yahoo.com. Each image
was labeled by three Amazon Mechanical Turk workers, and the annotation of 29
fiducial points is included in the dataset, see Figure 1.7 for the annotated landmarks
configuration.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.7. LFPW landmarks annotation configuration.

Due to the copyright issues, the images are available only by their URL addresses,
and therefore not all images are still available for download.

AFW [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012] “Annotated Faces in the Wild (AFW) test sets”
(AFW) is a collection of 205 Flickr images with 468 faces. Images tend to con-
tain cluttered backgrounds with significant variations in both face viewpoint, and
appearance (aging, sunglasses, makeups, skin color, expression, etc.). Each face is
labelled with a bounding box, 6 landmarks (centers of eyes, tip of nose, two corners
and the center of mouth) and a discretized viewpoint (−90◦ to 90◦ every 15◦) along
pitch and yaw directions (left, center, right) and viewpoints along the roll direction.

PUT [Kasinski et al., 2008] “PUT Face Database” is a collection of 9, 971 images of
100 individuals. Images were taken under controlled conditions, and the database is
supplied with additional data including face bounding boxes, eyes, nose and mouth
landmarks positions and manually annotated contour models. The database is avail-
able for research purposes only.

HELEN [Le et al., 2012] is a collection of 2, 000 training and 330 test images with
highly accurate and consistent annotations of the key face components. A large
set of candidate photos was gathered using a variety of keyword searches on Flickr.
In all cases, the query included the keyword “portrait” and was augmented with
different terms such as “family”, “outdoor”, “studio”, “boy”, “wedding”, etc. An
attempt was made to avoid cultural bias by repeating the queries in several different
languages. A face detector was run on the resulting candidate set to identify a
subset of images that contain faces greater than 500 pixels in width. The subset was
further filtered by hand to remove the false positives, profile views, as well as the
low-quality images. For each accepted face, a cropped version of the original image
that includes the face and a proportional amount of background is generated. In
some cases, the face is very close or in contact with the edge of the original image
and is consequently not centered in the cropped image. Also, the cropped image
can contain other face instances since many photos contain more than one person
in proximity.

Finally, the images were hand-annotated using the Amazon Mechanical Turk to lo-
cate precisely the eyes, nose, mouth, eyebrows, and jawline. The same annotation
convention as in the PUT Face Database [Kasinski et al., 2008] was adopted. To as-
sist the Turk worker in this task, the point locations were initialized by STASM [Mil-
borrow and Nicolls, 2014] algorithm that had been trained on the PUT database.
However, since the Helen Dataset is much more diverse than PUT, the automatically
initialized points were often far from the correct locations.
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1.2. Datasets with Facial Landmarks Annotation

XM2VTS [Messer et al., 1999] “The Extended Multi-Modal Verification for Teleser-
vices and Security Applications Database” (XM2VTSDB) contains four recordings
of 295 subjects taken over a period of four months. Each record includes a speaking
head shot and a rotating head shot. Sets of data taken from this database are avail-
able including high-quality color images, 32 KHz 16-bit sound files, video sequences,
and a 3D Model.

AFLW [Köstinger et al., 2011] “Annotated Facial Landmarks in the Wild” (AFLW)
is a large-scale, multi-view, real-world face database with annotated facial features.
The images were gathered from Flickr using a broad range of face relevant tags, e.g.
face, mugshot, profile face. All images were manually scanned for images containing
faces. The database contains about 25, 000 annotated faces from the “in-the-wild”
images. 59% of these are tagged as female and 41% as male. Some images contain
multiple faces, and there was no rescaling nor cropping applied to them. AFLW
provides manual annotation of 21 landmarks, which were annotated upon visibility,
i.e. there is no annotation if the landmark is not visible. The database is not limited
to the frontal or near-frontal face poses but instead a large range of natural face poses
is captured, which is one of the main features of this collection. Face rectangles and
ellipses (compatible with the FDDB [Jain and Learned-Miller, 2010] protocol) are
also provided along with a coarse head-pose obtained by fitting a mean 3D face
with the POSIT algorithm. There is a comprehensive set of tools to work with the
annotations and a database backend that enables to import other face collections
and annotation types, including the graphical user interface to view and manipulate
the annotations.

The database is useful for several tasks, including the facial landmark localization,
multi-view face detection or head pose estimation.

We noticed that especially the landmark annotation is sometimes quite poor. To
ease this difficulty, we developed an annotation tool, which is compatible with the
21 landmarks set used in AFLW, for fixing the wrong annotations and making it
more consistent. We provide the set of 11, 384 re-annotated faces (http://cmp.
felk.cvut.cz/~uricamic/clandmark).

300-W [Sagonas et al., 2013b,a, 2016] “300 Faces in the Wild” (300-V) refer to
2 distinct databases. The first one is a collection of the re-annotated datasets
LFPW [Belhumeur et al., 2011], AFW [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012], HELEN [Le et al.,
2012], XM2VTS [Messer et al., 1999], and IBUG [Sagonas et al., 2013a] using the
same landmark set as is utilized in the Multi-PIE [Gross et al., 2010] database for the
near-frontal face poses. The second one is the database which was kept non-public
during the both 300-W competitions [Sagonas et al., 2013a, 2016] and was released
for public recently. The 300-W dataset is nowadays probably the most important
benchmark in landmark detection.

300-VW [Chrysos et al., 2015; Shen et al., 2015; Tzimiropoulos, 2015] “300 Face
Videos in the Wild” (300-VW) is a collection of short video sequences with duration
around 1 minute (at 25–30 fps). All frames are annotated with the same set of 68
landmarks as in the 300-W database. The database is split into 3 parts based on
the difficulty of the landmark localization, based on lighting conditions, occlusions
and background clutter.
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Table 1.1. List of existing face datasets containing images with annotation of facial landmarks.

Dataset #images #landmarks Conditions Resolution

LFW [Huang et al., 2007] 13, 000 7 in-the-wild 250× 250 px
Multi-PIE [Gross et al., 2010] 750, 000 up to 21/68 lab 640× 480 px
LFPW [Belhumeur et al., 2011] 1, 432 35 in-the-wild variable
AFW [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012] 468 6 in-the-wild variable
PUT [Kasinski et al., 2008] 9, 971 – lab —
HELEN [Le et al., 2012] 2, 330 194 in-the-wild variable
XM2VTS [Messer et al., 1999] 2, 360 68 lab 720× 576
AFLW [Köstinger et al., 2011] 25, 000 up to 21 in-the-wild variable
300-W [Sagonas et al., 2013b,a,
2016]

4, 102+600 68 in-the-wild variable

300-VW [Chrysos et al., 2015;
Shen et al., 2015; Tzimiropoulos,
2015]

114 video
clips ap-
prox. 1
minute
(25–30 fps)

68 in-the-wild variable

1.3. Contributions

In this section, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis. We group the
contributions into the three categories.

1. We proposed two novel approaches for learning parameters of the tree based DPM
landmark detectors.

First, we proposed to use the SO-SVM [Tsochantaridis et al., 2005] framework to
learn the appearance model and the shape model of the deformable part detector
jointly [Uřičář et al., 2012]. Learning is transformed to a single convex optimization
problem whose objective function is a surrogate of the actual performance metric
that is used to evaluate the landmark detector. The experimental comparison shows
that optimizing the actual loss function brings significant improvement in contrast
to the existing methods that optimize simpler loss functions, like for example [Zhu
and Ramanan, 2012].

Second, we propose a novel two-stage learning approach which is more suitable for
learning the multi-view landmark detector whose performance is evaluated by two
different criteria. In the first stage, we learn a set of single-view DPM based detectors
independently, by optimizing their ability to precisely localize the position of the
landmarks for a corresponding viewing angle. In the second stage, we learn a multi-
class classifier that operates on the features found by the independent landmark
detectors of the first stage. The multi-class classifier is optimized to predict the
viewing angle accurately. In comparison to the single-stage learning approach, the
two-stage approach consistently improves the prediction accuracy and, mainly, it
significantly reduces the overall learning time.

2. We proposed two algorithmic improvements of the Bundle Method for Regularized
Risk Minimization (BMRM) [Teo et al., 2010], which is a standard solver used to
optimize the convex problems emerging in the SO-SVM learning. An efficient solver
with optimality guarantees turned out to be a necessary component when learning
the DPM landmark detector that uses high dimensional features.

First, we proposed to approximate the SO-SVM objective function by multiple cut-
ting plane models in contrast to the standard BMRM which uses only a single
model [Uřičář and Franc, 2012]. We experimentally demonstrate that using multi-
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ple cutting plane models leads to a better approximation, which in turn significantly
reduces the number of iterations of the BMRM algorithm.

Second, in [Uřičář et al., 2013] we proposed to augment the objective function of
BMRM by an additional quadratic proxy term alike to the original bundle methods
for the non-smooth convex optimization [Lemaréchal et al., 1995; Lemaréchal, 1978].
The added proxy term enforces the consequent solutions of the iterative process
not to be excessively far from each other. This helps to mitigate the “zig-zag”
behavior which is often observed when the standard quadratic regularization term
present in the BMRM objective has a low influence. We propose a new strategy
to automatically tune the strength of the added proxy term to decrease the overall
number of iterations.

Experimental evaluation shows that the new BMRM algorithm which uses both pro-
posed improvements speeds up learning up to an order of magnitude on a standard
computer vision benchmarks, and 3 to 4 times when applied to the learning of the
DPM landmark detector.

3. We developed an efficient implementation of the DPM based landmark detector
with several novel speedups. The proposed speedups enable to use the globally op-
timal prediction strategy of the DPM detector in real-time even for dense landmark
configurations.

First, we propose to describe the landmark appearance by the Sparse Pyramid of
Local Binary Patterns (S-LBP) descriptor [Uřičář and Franc, 2012]. The S-LBP is
a sparse binary vector composed of standard Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [Ojala
et al., 2002] that are evaluated in each pixel of the image patch and under different
scales. We propose to use the MIPMAP representation which allows compiling the
S-LBP descriptors in each position of the search space from pre-computed base
LBP features [Uřičář et al., 2015b]. The MIPMAP representation reduces the total
number of computed base LBP features leading to a significant speedup which is
almost independent of the number of detected landmarks.

Second, we propose a coarse-to-fine detection scheme to decrease the evaluation
time [Uřičář et al., 2016a]. In the first stage, a coarse detector operating on low-
resolution images and detecting a low number of landmarks is used. In the second
stage, the landmarks detected by the coarse detector are used to restrict the search
space of the fine detector operating on a higher resolution image and detecting
the required number of landmarks. The coarse-to-fine strategy helps to make the
combinatorial prediction problem tractable in a real-time even for a dense set of 68
landmarks [Uřičář et al., 2015a].

Third, an efficient implementation of the proposed multi-view landmark detector,
as well as the learning algorithms, were released in an open-source library CLand-
mark2. The library has been widely used by the community in numerous projects.
See Section A.1 for a list of scientifical papers citing CLandmark related papers [Uřičář
et al., 2015b,a, 2016a].

1.4. Outline

Chapter 2 presents the state-of-the-art related to the topics studied in the thesis. We
put the emphasis on two core categories. Namely, the generative and the discriminative
methods and their typical representatives.

2https://cmp.felk.cvut.cz/~uricamic/clandmark
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Chapter 3 describes the proposed DPM based landmark detector including the novel
strategies to speed up its prediction stage (contribution 3).

Chapter 4 formulates the problem of learning parameters of the DPM detector from
examples as an instance of the SO-SVM framework. In this chapter, we describe the
two proposed formulations of the learning problem (contribution 1), as well as, the
proposed improvements of the BMRM solver (contribution 2).

Chapter 5 presents the experimental evaluation of the proposed detector and the learn-
ing algorithms. The proposed detector is compared to a large number of existing
methods in a variety of different settings and benchmark data.

Chapter 6 provides the conclusions of the thesis and describes possible directions of
the future research.
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In this chapter, we summarize the state-of-the-art methods for facial landmark de-
tection. We split the relevant work into two main categories: the generative and the
discriminative methods. In the following text, we describe typical examples of each
category. The aim is to outline main principles rather than to given an exhaustive
description.

2.1. Generative Methods

Generative methods build a parametric model of face shape and its appearance. It is
most common to use linear models for both. Linear model means that the shape/ap-
pearance is given as a linear combination of a set of template shapes/appearances.
The template shapes/appearances are learned from examples of facial images with an-
notated position of landmarks. A generative model allows generating synthetic faces.
Fitting the generative model to the image amounts to searching for a synthetic face
most similar to the input face. Sum of squared differences of pixel intensities is often
chosen as the similarity measure which makes the model fitting stage an instance of
the non-linear least squares problem. The desired landmark positions are subsequently
extracted from shape parameters of the most similar synthetic image. Although the
shape and the appearance are described by linear models, the error function, which is
minimized during the model fitting, is highly non-linear in the shape/appearance pa-
rameters. Specialized iterative solvers usually solve the resulting nonlinear minimiza-
tion problem without the guarantee to find the global minimum. Among the most
popular generative methods applied to facial landmark detection belong the Active
Appearance Models (AAM) [Cootes et al., 2001; Matthews and Baker, 2004], and
Morphable models [Blanz and Vetter, 2003].

The AAMs have been extensively studied in the field of computer vision since their
introduction by Cootes et al. [2001]. They are used for an alignment of various types
of objects spanning from the medical imaging to human faces. The main advantages
(!) and disadvantages (%) of the AAMs are as follows:

! They can generate synthetic faces.

! They provide interpretable parameterization of the shape and appearance which is
useful for various purposes, e.g. for face recognition.

! The model parameters, which involve templates of the shape and appearance, can
be learned by simple algorithms like Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

% Fitting the model to the image is a highly non-convex problem. The existing solvers
return only a local optimum quality of which strongly relies on an initial estimate.

% The learning algorithm does not directly optimize the true objective of the landmark
detection, i.e. the localization accuracy.

In the remainder of this section, we outline the basic variant of the AAMs and
algorithms used for fitting the model to the image. Our exposition is largely based on
the seminal paper of [Matthews and Baker, 2004] from which we adopt the notation.
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2.1.1. Building blocks of Active Appearance Models

AAMs are defined by three integral building blocks: shape model, appearance model,
and deformation model. A short description of each of them follows.

Shape model Shape is represented by a vector s = (x1, y1, . . . , xL, yL)> ∈ R2L which
is composed of (x, y) coordinates of L landmark points connected to a triangulated
mesh. Let T = {(I1, s1), . . . , (Im, sm)} be a training set of facial images Ij and
corresponding shapes sj . The training set T is used to construct shape model as
follows. The Procrustes Analysis [Goodall, 1991] is applied to remove the similarity
transformations from the original shapes. The affine subspace spanned by the resulting
m similarity-free shapes is approximated by the PCA. In return, we get a linear
shape model consisting of the mean shape s0 and n template shapes {s1, . . . , sn}
which correspond to the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix calculated from the
similarity-free shapes. A shape s generated by the model is then represented as a
linear combination

s = s0 +
n∑
i=1

sipi ,shape model (2.1)

where p = (p1, . . . , pn)> ∈ Rn is a vector of shape parameters. The idea is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. Because the eigenvectors of a symmetric real matrix are orthogonal, shape
templates are orthogonal as well. Provided the template shapes are not obtained by
PCA, they can be orthogonalized by a linear reparametrization. The orthogonality
is important because it is exploited by algorithms fitting the model to the image.
Since the model is constructed on similarity-free shapes, it does not capture the global
transformations like scaling, translation, and rotation. This can be resolved by ap-
pending auxiliary shape templates and re-orthogonalization as proposed by Matthews
and Baker [2004].

Figure 2.1. The linear shape model used by the AAMs. The model consists of the mean shape
s0 and a sequence of the eigen-shapes (s1, . . . , sn) capturing the variation of the shape. The
mesh obtained by triangulating the mean shape s0 defines the piece-wise affine warp. The
picture is adopted from [Matthews and Baker, 2004].

Deformation model The deformation model is defined by a function x′ = W(x; p)
warping the pixel coordinates x = (x, y) in the template coordinate system to coor-
dinates x′ = (x, y) in the image coordinate system, or in the opposite direction using
the inverse warp x = W−1(x′; p). The vector p encapsulates the shape parameters as
before. The warping function is usually represented by a piece-wise affine warp which
is illustrated in Figure 2.2. A point x = (x, y) from the template coordinate system
is transformed as follows. Triangle T containing x is found in the triangulated mesh
defined by the mean shape s0. Subsequently, triangle T is transformed to a triangle
T ′ in the image coordinate system whose coordinates are given by (2.1). Finally, the
input coordinates x are warped by the affine transform mapping triangle T to triangle
T ′. Beside the piece-wise affine warp other transformations can be used. For example,
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Figure 2.2. Picture illustrates the process of generating a synthetic faces by the AAM. The
texture A is generated by (2.2) using appearance parameters λ = (3559, 351,−256, . . .).
The shape s is generated by (2.1) using the shape parameters p = (−54, 10,−9.1, . . .). The
synthetic faces M(W(x;p)) = A(x) is obtained by transforming A(x) to image coordi-
nate system via piece-wise affine warp W(x;p). The picture is adopted from [Baker and
Matthews, 2004].

a simple translation is employed in the part-based AAMs [Tzimiropoulos and Pantic,
2014].

Figure 2.3. The linear model of the face appearance used in the AAMs. The model consists
of a mean texture A0 defined on pixels inside the mean mesh s0 and a set k of eigenfaces
(A1, . . . , Ak) defined on the same set of pixels. The picture is adopted from [Matthews and
Baker, 2004].

Appearance model The appearance model is usually defined within the mesh ob-
tained by triangulation of the mean shape s0. Before building the appearance model
the shape variation is removed from the training images in T . This is done by trans-
forming the training images {I1, . . . , Im} to the mean shape s0 using the deformation
model W(x;p). Then, similarly to the shape model, the PCA is applied to the ge-
ometrically normalized training images. The result is a mean appearance A0 and k
eigenfaces {A1, . . . , Ak} as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The admissible shape-free texture
A(x) is then represented as a linear combination

A(x) = A0(x) +

k∑
i=1

λiAi(x) , x ∈ S0 , appearance
model

(2.2)
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where λ = (λ1, . . . , λk)
> ∈ Rk are the appearance parameters and S0 are pixel coordi-

nates inside the mesh defined by s0. Likewise the shape parameters, the appearance
parameters are orthogonal due to using the PCA. Otherwise, the orthogonality can be
guaranteed by linear re-parametrization.

In the above formulation of the shape and appearance model have their set of param-
eters, that is, p and λ, respectively. This variant is called independent AAM [Matthews
and Baker, 2004] .independent

AAM
. Another option is to merge the parameters, which is usually done

by performing an additional PCA on top of the shape and appearance templates re-
sulting in a single set of parameters. The variant is called the combined AAM.Combined

AAM
The

combined AAM is more general, in fact, the independent AAM is a special case, and
it often needs fewer parameters to represent the same degree of accuracy as the in-
dependent AAM. In turn fitting the model is more efficient and accurate [Matthews
and Baker, 2004]. On the other hand coupling of the parameters prevents the joint
appearance-shape templates to be orthogonal which restricts the choice of the fitting
algorithm.

2.1.2. Fitting AAMs to image

Fitting an AAM, defined by shape model (2.1) and appearance model (2.2), to an
input image I is defined as a non-linear least squares problem

min
p, λ

∑
x∈S0

[
A0(x) +

k∑
i=1

λiAi(x)− I(W(x; p))
]2
.fitting task (2.3)

In words, we want to find shape parameters p and appearance parameters λ such
that the model generated texture A(x) = A0(x) +

∑d
i=1 λiAi(x) is most similar to the

input image I(W(x; p)) mapped by the warp W(x,p) to the coordinate system of
the texture A(x). The similarity is measure by the sum of squared differences of the
pixel intensities A(x), x ∈ S0, and I(W(x;p)), x ∈ S0, respectively.

The standard gradient-based methods are usually slow when applied directly to the
problem (2.3). For this reason, various specialized solvers have been proposed. In the
remainder of this section, we briefly review some of them. In our exposition we assume
that the texture is given only by the mean template A0(x), that is k = 0, which leads
to

min
p

∑
x∈S0

[
A0(x)− I(W(x; p))

]2
. (2.4)

The problem (2.4) involves optimization of the shape parameters only, which consti-
tutes the main challenge. It has been shown (see [Matthews and Baker, 2004]) that the
original fitting problem (2.3) can be decomposed into two independent sub-problems.
First, finding the shape parameters p by solving a slight modification of the prob-
lem (2.4). Second, optimizing the texture parameters λ, which has a closed form
solution. In other words, solvers of the problem (2.4), that we are going to be explain
next, can be utilized to solve the original problem (2.3).

Lucas-Kanade algorithm

The goal of the Lucas-Kanade (LK) algorithm is to align the template image A0(x)
to an input image I(x′). The LK algorithm was originally proposed for tracking when
the template A0(x) might be represented by a region in the video frame at time ti
and I(x′) the video frame at time ti+1. The warp W(x; p) takes the points x from
the coordinate system of the template A0(x) and maps it to the sub-pixel location
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x′ = W(x; p) in the coordinate system of the image. Warp W(x; p) might be, for
example, a simple translation:

W(x; p) =

[
x+ p1

y + p2

]
. translation

warp
(2.5)

in which case the vector of parameters p represents the optical flow. Another example,
when tracking a patch moving in 3D, a better choice would be a set of affine warps:

W(x; p) =

[
(1 + p1)x + p3y + p5

p2x + (1 + p4)y + p6

]
=

[
1 + p1 p3 p5

p2 1 + p4 p6

]xy
1

 . affine warp(2.6)

There are other ways how to parametrize the affine warps. In general, however, the
number of parameters n might be arbitrarily large and W(x; p) arbitrarily complex.
As already mentioned, the standard AAMs use the piece-wise affine warps.

Given an initial estimate p, the LK algorithm solves to the optimization prob-
lem (2.4) iteratively by optimizing the increments ∆p:

min
∆p

∑
x∈S0

[
A0(x)− I(W(x; p+ ∆p))

]2
LK fitting
task

(2.7)

and consequently updating the parameters in the additive fashion

p← p+ ∆p . additive
update

(2.8)

The LK algorithm iterates this process until convergence which is typically based on
monitoring the norm of the increment and stopping when ‖∆p‖ ≤ ε for a prescribed ε.

The problem (2.7) is solved by the Gauss-Newton method. This involves replacing
I(W(x; p+ ∆p)) by its first order Taylor expansion around the point p which yileds
a linear least squares problem:

min
∆p

∑
s∈S0

[
I(W(s; p)) +∇I dW

dp
∆p−A0(s)

]
, Taylor

expansion
(2.9)

where ∇I = ( ∂I∂x ,
∂I
∂y ) is the gradient of the image function evaluated at W(s; p), and

dW
dp is the Jacobian of the deformation model evaluated at p. The problem (2.9) has

a closed-form solution:

∆p = H−1
∑
s∈S0

[
∇I dW

dp

]>[
A0(x)− I(W(s; p))

]
, closed form(2.10)

where

H =
∑
s∈S0

[
∇I dW

dp

]>[
∇I dW

dp

]
LK Hessian(2.11)

is the Hessian matrix.
The LK algorithm is in the AAM community referred to as forward-additive, because

it operates in the forward coordinate frame, i.e. the image is warped to the template,
and the parameters are updated in an additive fashion. The main disadvantage is
the need to recompute the Hessian matrix in every iteration. Note that the Hessian
H is defined by the term ∇I dW

dp depending on the image. Recomputation of the
Hessian makes the LK algorithm slow unless the number of template pixels |S0| is
small. In order to overcome the problem, Baker and Matthews [2004] proposed the
inverse compositional algorithm, which we describe next.
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Inverse Compositional Algorithm

The main idea of the Inverse Compositional Algorithm (ICA) is to switch the roles of
image and template leading to the following optimization task

min
∆p

∑
s∈S0

[A0(W(s; ∆p))− I(W(s; p))]2 .ICA fitting
task

(2.12)

Having the increment ∆p, the warp is updated by

W(s; p)←W(s; p) ◦W(s; ∆p)−1 .inverse
compositional

update

(2.13)

The inverse compositional approach has been proved to be equivalent to the additive
one [Matthews and Baker, 2004]. Note, that in contrast to the LK algorithm (c.f.
problem (2.7)), the alignment problem (2.12) fixes the image warp I(W(s; p)) and
changes only the template warp A0(W(s; ∆p)). The problem (2.12) is again solved
by the Gauss-Newton method as follows. Replacing A0(W(s; ∆p)) by its first order
Taylor expansion in (2.12) yields the following linear least squares problem:

min
∆p

∑
s∈S0

[
A0(W(s; 0)) +∇A0

dW

dp
∆p− I(W(s; p))

]2

,Taylor
expansion

(2.14)

which has a closed form solution:

∆p = H−1
∑
s∈S0

[
∇A0

dW

dp

]>
[I(W(s; p))−A0(s)]ICA closed

form
(2.15)

with the Hessian computed as

H =
∑
s∈S0

[
∇A0

dW

dp

]> [
∇A0

dW

dp

]
.ICA Hessian (2.16)

Note, that image I was replaced by template A0, compared to the original Hessian
definition (2.11). The gradient ∇A0 = (∂A0

∂x ,
∂A0
∂y ) as well as the Jacobian dW

dp at p = 0
are constant. In turn most terms in the formula (2.15) can be precomputed leading to
a significant speedup.

2.1.3. Variants

The Project-Out Inverse Compositional Algorithm (POIC) [Matthews and Baker,
2004] is an instance of the AAM which decouples fitting of the appearance and the
shape model. The shape model is fitted by the algorithm outlined above. The POIC
algorithm has a little per-iteration complexity, but it shows a slow convergence espe-
cially when the training and testing images are substantially different. The POIC is
thus most suitable for the person-specificperson-

specific
AAM

AAM fitting [Gross et al., 2005].
A different approach, where the shape and appearance parameters are optimized

simultaneously, was proposed by Gross et al. [2005]. Their Simultaneous Inverse
Compositional (SIC) algorithm is more robust for the generic AAMgeneric AAM fitting. However,
the increased computational cost makes the algorithm prohibitive for many applica-
tions. The big computational cost of SIC was addressed by Tzimiropoulos and Pantic
[2013] who proposed an efficient algorithm called Fast-SIC.SIC .

So far we have described only AAM with the holistic appearance model. Tz-
imiropoulos and Pantic [2014] proposed a part based modelholistic

part-based
AAM

called Gauss-Newton
Deformable Part Model (GN-DPM). In contrast to the holistic AAM, the part-
based AAM describes each landmark by a rectangular part. This allows simplifying
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the complex warping functions to much simpler translation warp (2.5). The authors
have shown that the part-based generative models may have the same representational
power as AAM but the problem of fitting is much easier. In our experiments, presented
in Chapter 5, we use an implementation of the GN-DPM whose performance is on par
with other state-of-the-art techniques.

2.2. Discriminative Methods

The discriminative methods learn predictors directly estimating pose, shape or the
landmark positions from features computed on the input image. The advantages of
the discriminative methods are their conceptual simplicity and a low test time. Another
advantage might be seen in the possibility to optimize the true performance measure
during the training stage.

Among the most popular discriminative approaches nowadays belong cascades of
regressors, which were considered for example in [Kazemi and Sullivan, 2014; Dollár
et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2014]. Starting from an initial estimate, each regressor in the
cascade refines prediction of the previous one. The prediction in each stage is typically
based on simple features extracted from patches located at positions determined by the
prediction of the previous stage. Besides 2D landmark positions, Asthana et al. [2014]
show that the cascade of regressors can also accurately estimate the pose and shape
of a 3D face model. Saragih and Göcke [2007, 2009] proposed to use the regression to
estimate parameters of the AAM. Regression methods combined with a probabilistic
graphical models were proposed in [Valstar et al., 2010; Mart́ınez et al., 2013]. In their
work, the graphical model is used to aggregate the estimates of stochastically sampled
local regressors into a single robust prediction.

Another important class of discriminative methods is the DPM, also referred to as
Pictorial Structures (PS), which were introduced by Fischler and Elschlager [1973] and
popularized later by the work of Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [2005]; Felzenszwalb
et al. [2010]. The DPM predict landmarks by maximizing a sum of responses of local
detectors plus a score evaluating the appropriateness of shape. A common approach
to model shape is to describe landmark configurations by a sum of functions defined
on selected pairs of landmark positions. The pairs are chosen such that they form
a tree graph. The main advantage of using the tree based shape model is that the
optimization of score function can be decomposed into simpler problems and, in turn,
solved efficiently by dynamic programming. Also, learning of a tree based shape mod-
els usually requires fewer shape variations in the training examples compared to the
generative methods. A similar approach offer Constraint Local Models (CLM) intro-
duced by Cristinacce and Cootes [2006, 2008]. In a sense, the CLM can be seen as a
combination of the discriminative and generative methods. The CLM use a generative
linear shape model (c.f. Section 2.1.1) like AAM. In contrast to AAM, instead of
using a holistic appearance model, CLM employs a set of local detectors as tree based
DPM. The more complex shape model has a higher chance to avoid unreasonable
landmark configuration which is however paid off by making the application of global
optimization methods for prediction unfeasible.

In the remainder of this section, we describe the main discriminative approaches in
more details.

2.2.1. Cascaded Regression

Regression methods gained much attention recently. Cascaded regression using the
pose-indexed features and random fern regressors were introduced in [Dollár et al.,
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2010]. A similar approach was proposed by [Cao et al., 2012, 2014], where the authors
learn a regression function to infer the whole facial shape from the image and explicitly
minimize the alignment error over training data. Let I denote a set of all input images,
and S denote the set of admissible shapes s = (x1, y1, . . . , xL, yL)> ∈ S ⊆ R2L, then
the regressor is a function defined as R : I × S → S ∈ S. The cascaded regression is
used to combine T weak regressors (R1, . . . , Rt, . . . , RT ) in an additive manner. Given
an input image I and an initial face shape s(1), each regressor computes a shape
increment from image features and updates the face shape in a cascaded (recursive)
manner as follows

s(t+ 1) = s(t) +Rt(I, s(t)), t = 1, . . . , T . (2.17)

That is, new shape s(t+1) depends on previous estimate s(t) and increment Rt(I, s(t))
which is often a linear regressor from features computed on image I at positions s(t).
The initial shape s(1) is typically a mean shape roughly aligned by face detector. The
cascaded regressor then uses the formula (2.17) to generate a sequence of gradually
improving shape estimates s(1), . . . , s(T + 1).

The regressors {R1, . . . , RT } are learned from annotated training examples T =
{(I1, s1), . . . , (Im, sm)} by explicit minimization of the sum of prediction errors:

Rt = arg min
R

m∑
i=1

∥∥si(t) +R(Ii, si(t))− si
∥∥2

2
, t = 1, . . . , T . (2.18)

If the class of linear regressors is used, being often the case, the learning problem (2.18)
has a closed form solution that can be computed very efficiently.

The main advantages and disadvantages of the regression methods are:

! The prediction step is simple and very fast.

! The learning algorithm is simple and fast.

% There is no prior on the shape which means that a significant variation of face shapes
must be collected to the training set.

% Existing learning algorithms are greedy and hence sub-optimal, minimizers of the
prediction error.

Linear regression

A common choice is to use a linear regression function Rt. For example, the cascade of
linear regressions was proposed in Ren et al. [2014] who present a method operating at
impressive 3, 000 frames per second. Their method is similar to works like e.g. [Cao
et al., 2012, 2014; Dollár et al., 2010]. However, the key difference lies in the usage
of sparse local binary features that can be evaluated very quickly. Different features
are learned for each landmark by using an ensemble of regression trees. Learning
of regression trees serves as a feature selection method providing very sparse and
computationally efficient descriptors. The learned features are subsequently used to
learn a cascade of global linear regressors Rt(I, s) = WtΨt(I, s), where Ψt(I, s) ∈ Rd
denotes concatenation of all binary features computed around landmark positions s and
W ∈ R2L×d parameter matrix. Given an initial estimate s(1), face shape is obtained
by recursively applying the linear regression:

s(t+ 1) = s(t) + WtΨt(I, s(t)), t = 1, . . . , T . (2.19)
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The project matrices W1, . . . ,WT are learned by solving T regularized linear least
squares problems

Wt = argmin
W∈R2L×d

m∑
i=1

∥∥si(t) + WΨt(I
i, si(t))− si

∥∥2

2
+ λ‖W‖2F , t = 1, . . . , T . (2.20)

The first term in (2.20) represents the training prediction error and the second term,
the Frobenius norm of the parameters, is a regularization term introduced to prevent
over-fitting. The strength of regularization is controlled by a hyper-parameter λ on a
validation set.

Supervised Descent Method

Xiong and la Torre [2013] provided a theoretical link between cascaded regression and
Newton method. The IntraFace package, implementing Supervised Descent Method
(SDM), is one of the best landmark detectors nowadays as can also be seen from our
experiments presented in Chapter 5.

SDM is a generic method for solving non-linear least squares minimization prob-
lems. It is applied to the problem of landmark detection as follows. The prediction of
landmark positions s is defined as the minimization problem:

f(s) = ‖Ψ(I, s)−Ψ(I, s∗)‖22 (2.21)

where Ψ(I, s) ∈ Rn denotes a concatenation of features extracted from the input image
I around landmark positions s and s∗ is the ground-truth position of landmarks. For
example, Xiong and la Torre [2013] construct Ψ(I, s) ∈ R128L as a concatenation of
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) features computed on patches cropped from
I around positions s. According to (2.21), SDM tries to minimize L2 distance between
features computed at the ground truth position s∗ and features computed around the
estimated position s.

Let us consider we want to solve the minimization problem (2.21) iteratively by
Newton method. Newton method approximates the objective f(s) around a current
estimate s(t) by the second-order Taylor expansion

f̂(s) = f(s(t)) + Jf (s(t))>(s− s(t)) +
1

2
(s− s(t))>H(s(t))(s− s(t)) , (2.22)

where Jf (s(t)) and H(s(t)) are Jacobian and Hessian matrices of f evaluated at s(t),

respectively. New iterate s(t + 1) is computed as the minimum of f̂(s) which has a
closed form solution

s(t+ 1) = s(t)−H(s(t))−1Jf (s(t))

= s(t)− 2H(s(t))−1JΨ(s(t))T (Ψ(I, s(t))−Ψ(I, s∗))
(2.23)

where JΨ(s(t)) is Jacobian of Ψ(I, s) evaluated at s(t). By introducing shortcuts
Wt = −2H(s(t))−1JΨ(s(t))T and bt = WtΨ(I, s∗) we can simplify the Newton up-
date (2.23) to

s(t+ 1) = s(t) + WtΨ(I, s(t)) + bt . (2.24)

The standard Newton method would involve computation of projection matrices Wt

and bias terms bt at each iteration. This can be demanding as it involves evaluation of
Hessian of f(s) and Jacobian of Ψ(I, s). Moreover, term bt is defined by the ground-
truth landmark position s∗, which is unknown at the test time. SDM instead learns
projection parameters (Wt, bt), t = 1, . . . , T , from training examples by minimizing
L2 prediction error of each iterate. SDM is thus equivalent to the linear cascaded
regression described in Section 2.2.1.
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2.2.2. Tree-based Deformable Part Models

Tree-based DPM [Fischler and Elschlager, 1973; Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2005;
Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] predict landmark position by maximizing a sum of responses
of local detectors plus a score evaluating the shape. The shape is modeled by a graph
G = (V,E) whose vertices V represent landmarks and edges E pairs of landmarks with
mutually dependent positions. Let s = (s1, . . . , sL) ∈ S = S1×· · ·×SL be a landmark
configuration (or face shape) which is defined by coordinates si = (xi, yi), i ∈ V, of L
landmarks 1. The sets of possible positions of individual landmarks Si, i ∈ V are finite
in contrast to methods discussed so far. Prediction of the best landmark configuration
is formulated as a single energy maximization problem

s∗ ∈ arg max
s∈S

( ∑
i∈V

qi(si, I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
appearance model

+
∑

(i,j)∈E

gij(si, sj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
deformation cost

)
. (2.25)

Note that unlike previous methods, in the case of DPMs the prediction leads to a
discrete optimization problem because the set of feasible solutions S is finite. The
objective function of (2.25) consists of two parts. The first one, an appearance model,
is defined on the set of vertices V of the underlying graph and the second one, a
deformation cost, is defined on its edges E. The appearance model evaluates a match
between the image and distinctive landmarks. The value of qi(si, I) corresponds to
a likelihood that the i-th landmark is at position si in image I. The deformation
cost gij(si, sj) is a function scoring a relative positions si and sj of the connected
landmarks (i, j) ∈ E. Using the pair-wise costs makes the value of objective function
invariant to global similarity transformations. The deformation model can be thought
of as a set of springs connecting pairs of dependent landmarks. Felzenszwalb and
Huttenlocher [2005] propose to limit the underlying graph (V,E) to a tree which allows
solving the discrete optimization problem (2.25) by Dynamic Programming (DP). A
disadvantage of the tree structure is that the shape model is relatively weak which
may result in an anthropologically implausible landmark configurations. On the other
hand, weak shape model requires less shape variation in the training examples and,
most importantly, it allows to find the globally optimal configuration efficiently. The
global optimization makes DPM independent on an initial estimate in contrast to all
other methods discussed so far. Moreover, a mixture of DPM, which will be described
later, allows modeling a large range of the viewing angles in a principled way. The
model parameters are typically trained from a set of training annotated examples
by discriminative approaches [Felzenszwalb and Zabih, 2010]. However, generative
methods can be used as well [Everingham et al., 2006].

The main advantages and disadvantages of existing tree-based DPMs are:

! The prediction problem can be solved globally in a time which is polynomial in the
size of the image and the number of landmarks.

% The shape model is too simplistic which may result in anthropologically implausible
configurations of the landmarks.

1So far we have used the subscript to index vectors containing concatenation of all landmark coordi-
nates. For example, we used {s1, . . . , sn} to denote n shape templates in AAMs. Because the DPM
optimize each landmark position independently, it is advantageous to use the subscript to denote
coordinates of individual landmarks si = (xi, yi), i ∈ V and vector s = (s1, . . . , sL) (without the
subscript), to denote their concatenation. This notation is going to be used consistently from now
on untill the end of the thesis.
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% Solving the prediction problem for a large number of landmarks or high-resolution
images is computationally demanding.

% Learning algorithms of the existing implementations do not optimize the real aim,
i.e. the landmark localization error.

In this thesis, we address mainly the last two disadvantages, that is, how to learn
parameters of the landmark detector efficiently and how to speed up a solution to the
prediction problem.

Below we describe two instances of the DPM based landmark detectors that have
been widely used by the community.

The detector of Everingham et al.

Everingham et al. [2006] combine a discriminative approach for training the appearance
model with a generative approach to training shape model. Appearance model is
learned by a variation of AdaBoost with Haar-like features. The shape is modeled
by a mixture of Gaussian trees used to score landmark positions. The covariance
matrix of each mixture component is restricted to form a tree structure with each
random variable (landmark position) dependent on a single “parent” variable. It is
an extension of [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2005] which improves the ability to
capture larger pose variations yet allowing an efficient search using Distance Transform
(DT) [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2005]. The follow-up work published in Sivic
et al. [2009] extends the detector to work on profile images as well.

The detector of Zhu & Ramanan

Zhu and Ramanan [2012] couple the task of face detection, pose estimation and land-
mark localization. Their model is based on a mixture of trees with a shared pool
of parts that correspond to facial landmarks. A mixture of trees is used to capture
the topological changes due to the viewpoint. Each discretized viewpoint φ ∈ Φ
(corresponding to a yaw angle of the face orientation) is described by a dedicated
tree (Vφ, Eφ) which is associated with a different set of landmarks Vφ with positions
(si | i ∈ Vφ) ∈ Sφ. Given a viewpoint φ ∈ Φ, the match between image I and landmark
positions s ∈ Sφ is evaluated by a score function fφ : I × Sφ → R defined as:

fφ(I, s;wφ) =
∑
i∈Vφ

〈
wφ
i ,Ψ(I, si)

〉
+
∑
ij∈Eφ

[
aφijδx

2
ij + bφijδxij + cφijδy

2
ij + dφijδyij

]
+ αφ

(2.26)
where δxij = xi−xj and δyij = yi−yj are differences of the x/y-coordinates of i-th and
j-th landmarks. The vector Ψ(I, si) denotes HOG features [Dalal and Triggs, 2005]
computed from a patch captured from image I around position si. The score function
fφ(I, s;wφ) is designed to be linear in appearance parameters {wφ

i | i ∈ Vφ, φ ∈ Φ},
deformation parameters {aφij , b

φ
ij , c

φ
ij , d

φ
ij | (i, j) ∈ Eφ, φ ∈ Φ} as well as the bias terms

{αφ | φ ∈ Φ}. Vector wφ contains a concatenation of all parameters defining the score
function for the viewpoint φ ∈ Φ. Landmark configuration is predicted by solving a
discrete maximization problem:

ŝ ∈ Arg max
φ∈Φ,s∈Sφ

fφ(I, s;wφ) = Arg max
φ∈Φ,s∈Sφ

〈w,Ψ(I, s, φ)〉 , (2.27)

wherew is a concatenation of all parameterswφ, φ ∈ Φ, and Ψ(I, s, φ) is appropriately
defined map from (I, s, φ) to the parameter space. Representing the score function as
a dot product shows that the detector (2.27) is a special instance of general linear
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classifier. The inner maximization w.r.t s ∈ Sφ can be solved efficiently by DP thanks
to the tree structure of the graphs (Vφ, Eφ), φ ∈ Φ. Moreover, deformation cost
separable in x and y coordinates allows to speed up the calculations by using the DT.

Neighborhood structures of tree graphs (Vφ, Eφ), φ ∈ Φ, are learned in the maximum
likelihood fashion by the Chow-Liu algorithm [Chow and Liu, 2006]. This algorithm
finds a tree structure best explaining the variation of landmark locations that are
assumed to be normally distributed. Maximum likelihood problem is equivalent to
computing a minimum spanning tree of a complete undirected graph where weight eij
of each edge (i, j) is the mutual information between the location of the i-th and j-th
landmark defined as

eij =
1

2

(
log |Σsi |+ log |Σsj | − log |Σsi,sj |

)
. (2.28)

Symbol |Σsi | denotes determinant of a covariance matrix at position si, and |Σsi,sj | is
determinant of a covariance matrix at positions si, and sj . The covariance matrices
are estimated from the training examples.

Having the graph structure (Vφ, Eφ), φ ∈ Φ, model parameters are learned in a
fully supervised manner using the max-margin framework. The training set consists
of positive examples T+ = {(I1

+, s
1
+, φ

1
+), . . . , (I

m+
+ , s

m+
+ , φ

m+
+ )}, and negative examples

T− = {I1
−, . . . , I

m−
− }. A positive example (Ii+, s

i
+, φ

i
+) is a facial image with annotated

landmark positions, and the viewpoint. A negative example Ii− is just a non-facial
image. Learning of the parameters w is formulated as a convex quadratic program:

(w∗, ξ∗) = argmin
w∈Rn,ξ∈Rm+

[
1

2
‖w‖2 + C

m+∑
i=1

ξ+
i + C

m−∑
i=1

ξ−i

]

s.t. 〈w,Ψ(Ii+, s
i
+, φ

i
+)〉 ≥ 1− ξ+

i , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m+}
〈w,Ψ(Ii−, s, φ)〉 ≤ −1 + ξ−i , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m−}, ∀φ ∈ Φ, ∀s ∈ Sφ

wk ≤ 0 , ∀k ∈ K .
(2.29)

The learning task (2.29) states that on positive examples the score of the correct land-
mark location and viewpoint should not be less than 1 otherwise a proportional linear
penalty is added to the objective. Analogously, the score on the negative examples
images evaluated for all configurations of landmark positions and viewpoints should
not be higher than −1. Otherwise, it is penalized. The symbol K denotes a subset of
indices of the quadratic spring terms (aφij , c

φ
ij) in the joint parameter vector w. Nega-

tivity constraints imposed on spring parameters ensure that the prediction task (2.27)
can be solved by DT. Zhu and Ramanan [2012] propose solving the learning task (2.29)
by a dual coordinate ascent algorithm [Yang and Ramanan, 2011].

The work of Zhu and Ramanan [2012] is closest to the method presented in this
thesis. A conceptual difference in definition of the learning problem, compared to our
approach, is that the landmark localization accuracy of the detector is not directly
optimized when solving the task (2.29). The objective function of (2.29) is a sum of
quadratic regularizer, and an upper bound on the number of mistakes provided the
rule (2.27) is used for face detection. In other words, the objective is a convex proxy of
the empirical risk when the predictions of landmark detector (2.27) are evaluated by the
0/1-loss function. In contrast, the objective function of our learning problem is directly
related to landmark localization and viewpoint estimation error. Another important
difference is that we mitigate the computationally difficult prediction problem by using
fast, flexible features and by using a coarse-to-fine search strategy.
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2.2.3. Constrained Local Models

The CLM [Cristinacce and Cootes, 2006, 2008], are similar to the tree based DPM
described in the previous section. The main difference is that CLM use more compli-
cated shape model that does not decompose over a tree. For example, a linear shape
model (2.1) like in the case of AAM can also be used in CLM. Similarly to DPM,
the best configuration of landmark positions is found by maximizing a score that com-
bines responses of discriminatively trained local detectors and the shape score. More
complex shape model used in CLM has a higher chance to avoid predicting physically
implausible landmark configurations. However, this is paid off by ruling out the use of
global optimization methods. The prediction problem can be described mathematically
as follows

p̂ ∈ argmax
p

L∑
i=1

qi(W(si;p), I) , (2.30)

where W(si;p) is a location of i-th landmark projected to the image coordinates,
p ∈ Rn are the shape parameters, qi(s, I) is the response of a local detector of i-
th landmark evaluated at position s = (x, y) of image I, and {s1, . . . , sL} are the
canonical positions of the landmarks.

A relation between the three based DPM and CLM can be directly seen after rewrit-
ing (2.30) as an equivalent problem:

(ŝ1, . . . , ŝL) ∈ argmin
s1,...,sL

[
L∑
i=1

qi(si, I) + g(s1, . . . , sL)

]
(2.31)

where

g(s1, . . . , sL) =

{
0, if ∃p such that W(si;p) = si, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , L} ,
∞, otherwise .

(2.32)

The shape score g(s1, . . . , sL) allows only those landmark positions which can be gen-
erated by the shape model. In case of the tree based DPM the shape score g(s1, . . . , sL)
is replaced by a sum of simpler functions

∑
i,j∈E gij(si, sj). In contrast to CLM, the

tree based DPM thus use soft constraints on the shape, and they replace the continu-
ous landmark positions by discrete ones, which makes the prediction problem globally
solvable by dynamic programming.

The advantages and disadvantages of CLMs are:

! Learning local landmark detectors seems to be an easier problem, compared to learn-
ing of holistic face appearance as done in AAM.

! The shape model is more appropriate than the one used in three-based DPM.

% Prediction problem is a highly non-convex task. The existing solvers return only a
locally optimal solution quality of which depends on the initial estimate.

% The existing implementations do not optimize in the learning stage the true objective
like the landmark localization error of the entire detector.
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In this chapter, we describe the proposed detector in detail. We begin with the formal
definition of single-view DPM based detector in Section 3.1, which is then extended
to a multi-view scenario in Section 3.2. Sections 3.3, and 3.4 describe the internal
representation of unary and pairwise potentials, representing the appearance and the
shape model, respectively. Section 3.5 discusses the inference calculation. Finally,
Section 3.6 suggests a speed-up strategy, based on the coarse-to-fine search, for a
DPM based detector.

3.1. Single-view DPM Detector

We follow the tree based DPM approach [Fischler and Elschlager, 1973; Felzenszwalb
et al., 2010; Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2005] translating estimation of landmarks
configuration (i.e. the face shape) into maximization of a score which evaluates the
match between the input image and optimized positions of landmarks. Shape model
is represented by an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is a finite set of vertices
representing landmarks and E ⊂

(
V
2

)
is a set of edges between pairs of landmarks,

whose positions are related. Examples of particular graphs used in the proposed de-
tector are shown in Figure 3.1. If G is a tree

⇒ inference
with
optimality
guarantees
(Section 3.5).

Let s = (si ∈ {1, . . . ,W} × {1, . . . ,H} | i ∈ V ) be a
configuration of landmark (pixel) positions in image I ∈ IH×W (so called normalized
frame). Landmark configurations are a priory restricted to be from a predefined area,
s ∈ S = S0×· · ·×S|V−1|, where Si ⊆ {1, . . . ,H}×{1, . . . ,W} denotes a search space of
i-th landmark. Let w denote vector of parameters composed of parameters wi ∈ Rni
and wij ∈ Rnij (ni, where nij denote the number of parameters) associated with the
unary, and pair-wise potentials, respectively. Then, the scoring function, and detector
h : IH×W → S, are defined as follows:

f(I, s; w) =
∑
i∈V

qi(si, I; wi) +
∑

(i,j)∈E

g(si, sj ; wij) “max-sum”
problem

h(I; w) = arg max
s∈S

f(I, s; w) . (3.1)

First part of the scoring function represents an appearance model and it is composed of
the unary potentials qi(si, I; wi), measuring the quality of a fit of individual landmark
positions si, i ∈ V , to image I. The second part represents a deformation cost and
it is composed of the pair-wise potentials g(si, sj ; wij), measuring the likelihood of
mutual positions of connected pairs of landmarks. In our model the pair-wise functions
g(si, sj ; wij) have the same form (and thus nij is a constant ∀(i, j) ∈ E) but every edge
(i, j) ∈ E has different parameters wij . The unary potentials qi(si, I; wi), i ∈ V, have
different parameters wi ∈ Rni as well as dimensions ni which results from describing
individual landmarks by patches of different size.

The normalized frame I ∈ IH×W , serving as an input of the detector, is constructed
from the response of a face detector. The face detector provides an estimate of the
position, scale, and in-plane rotation of the face. To compensate the imprecision of
the face detector, we extend the face box by a multiple of its size. Finally, we apply a
similarity transformation to obtain a normalized frame of a fixed size. The process of
normalized frame acquisition is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1. The graph structure of the 68 landmarks configuration. Note, that the graph
forms a tree rooted at the landmark emphasized by a blue circle.

3.2. Multi-view DPM detector

Let φ ∈ Φ be a discretized viewpoint (or, equivalently, the yaw angle of a head pose, see
Figure 3.4 for illustration). Then, the multi-view facial landmark detector is defined
as hmv : IH×W → Φ× S. That is, the detector is supposed to estimate the viewpoint
simultaneously with landmarks positions. Predicted landmarks configuration s might
consist of a different number of landmarks for each discretized viewpoint φ, hence
S = ∪φ∈ΦSφ, where Sφ denotes the search space for viewpoint φ.

Table 3.1. Definition of the discretized viewpoint that corresponds to an angle from which
we observe the face.

Viewpoint (φ ∈ Φ)

−profile −half-profile frontal half-profile profile

Range of angles

(−110◦,−60◦ > (−60◦,−15◦ > (−15◦, 15◦) < 15◦, 60◦) < 60◦, 110◦)

Number of landmarks detected in φ (i.e. |V φ|)
13 19 21 19 13

The set Φ may be arbitrary. However, we use a following discretization Φ =
{−profile, −half-profile, frontal, profile, half-profile}. The precise ranges, as well as
the number of landmarks, are summarized in Table 3.1. Graphs representing landmark
connections are depicted in Figure 3.3.

In next sections, we describe two distinct approaches formulating joint multi-view
facial landmark detector.
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3.2. Multi-view DPM detector

similarity

detect object (enlarge box)

W

H

normalized frame

Figure 3.2. The acquisition of “normalized frame”. The blue box represents the output of
the face detector; red box is the face box enlarged by a pre-defined margin. The similarity
transformation (removing the possible in-plane rotation and scaling the image to a fixed
size) is applied to the red box, and the normalized frame is obtained.

3.2.1. Single-stage approach

Single-stage approach of multi-view DPM detector is a straightforward extension of (3.1)
obtained by including the viewpoint φ ∈ Φ among the hidden parameters to be esti-
mated in a joint formulation. Shape model is described for each φ independently, by an
undirected graph Gφ = (V φ, Eφ). Scoring function fφ(I, s; wφ) serves two purposes:
i) it ranks the configuration of landmarks, and ii) it ranks the viewpoint. Formulae
describing the multi-view detector are as follows:

fφ(I, s; wφ) =
∑
i∈V φ

qi(si, I; wφ
i ) +

∑
(i,j)∈Eφ

g(si, sj ; w
φ
ij) + bφ joint

multi-view
detector

hmv(I; w) = arg max
φ∈Φ, s∈Sφ

fφ(I, s; wφ) , (3.2)

where detector hmv : I → Φ × S predicts both viewpoint, and landmarks positions.
qi(si, I; wφ

i ) and g(si, sj ; w
φ
ij) are the viewpoint specific appearance models and

deformation costs, respectivel. bφ is a bias term compensating different number of
landmarks in each view. Note, that the problem (3.2) can be decomposed into |Φ|
independent single-view detection problems and a subsequent selection of the viewpoint
with the highest score function.

In formulation (3.2), a single set of score functions is used for both the prediction of
landmarks’ position, and prediction of the viewpoint. A landmark detector based on
the same detection strategy has been used in [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012]. In the next
section, we propose a different approach which splits the prediction into two stages.

3.2.2. Two-stage approach

The single-stage multi-view detector is formulated clearly and concisely. However, its
drawback lies in a challenging learning procedure (c.f. Chapter 4) which, if based
on using SO-SVM, involves solving a single but complex optimization problem. To
ease the problem, we propose a two-stage detection strategy. The main idea is to
train a single-view detector independently for each view φ ∈ Φ in the first stage, then
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Figure 3.3. Graph structure of several view-specific detectors shown for positive viewpoints
(the negative ones are mirrored). Note, that all graphs form a tree rooted at the vertex
emphasized by a blue circle.

frontal

-profile profile

half-profile-half-profile

Figure 3.4. Viewpoint definition. The multi-view detector can be viewed as a detector of
the viewpoint from which we observe the human head. Alternatively, as the discretized yaw
angle detector assuming the camera is fixed, and the head rotates.

consider the landmark localization as fixed, and consequently extract features from
fixed landmark positions for learning a simple multi-class viewing angle classifier in
the second stage.

Let us denote a set of parameters to be used in the first stage by wφ
1 , and a different

set of parameters to be used in the second stage by wφ
2 . Landmarks found for the

particular viewpoint φ are denoted as sφ, and after the first stage, we obtain them
for all viewpoints φ ∈ Φ. The goal of the second stage classifier is just to detect the
correct viewpoint φ which best describes the given image using parameters w2. More
precisely, the two-stage detector is defined as follows:

ŝφ ∈ Argmax
s∈Sφ

fφ(I, s,wφ
1 ), φ ∈ Φ ,

φ̂ ∈ Arg max
φ∈Φ

fφ(I, ŝφ,w
φ
2 ) ,

h(I, s,w) = (ŝφ, φ̂) , (3.3)

where the score function fφ(I, s,w) is the same as defined in (3.2) and w = (wφ
k | k ∈
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3.3. Appearance Model

{1, 2}, φ ∈ Φ) is a joint parameter vector composed of parameters for the two stages.

Two-stage detector (3.2.2) has some advantages over the single-stage one (3.2):

1. Learning of the two-stage detector decomposes into |Φ|+1 independent optimization
problems which are significantly simpler than solving a single complex problem re-
quired when learning the single-stage detector. Moreover, defining loss functions for
the two-stage approach is straightforward in contrast to the single-stage approach
where a single loss has to penalize two types of prediction errors simultaneously (i.e.
landmark localization error, and viewpoint prediction error).

2. Evaluation of the two-stage detector has the same computational complexity as
the single-stage detector, yet the former is more flexible. It is seen, that in the
special case when wφ

1 = wφ
2 , φ ∈ Φ, detectors (3.2), and (3.2.2) are equivalent.

However, the freedom to learn specialized weights for landmark localization wφ
1 ,

φ ∈ Φ, and viewpoint prediction wφ
2 , φ ∈ Φ, separately, promises an improvement

in the accuracy as will be confirmed experimentally in Chapter 5.

3.3. Appearance Model

The appearance model is a linearly parameterized function

qi(si, I; wφ
i ) = 〈wφ

i ,Ψ
φ
i (I, si)〉 , unary

potentials
(3.4)

where Ψφ
i (I, si) : I × Sφi → Rn

φ
i denotes a feature descriptor of a patch cropped from

image I around position si. Our approach allows using arbitrary feature descriptor. We
have experimented with several descriptors including the normalized intensity values,
their derivatives, Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [Dalal and Triggs, 2005],
and the multi-scale pyramid of S-LBP [Sonnenburg and Franc, 2010; Uřičář et al.,
2012]. The S-LBP bring a favorable trade-off between the localization accuracy and

speed. Weight vectors wφ
i ∈ Rn

φ
i , i ∈ Vφ, are learned from examples as will be

described in Chapter 4. In Sections 3.3.1, we describe proposed S-LBP descriptor and,
in Section 3.3.2 a method to accelerate its computation via MIPMAP. The HOG and
SIFT descriptors, most commonly used options in the landmark detection, are outlined
in Section 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, respectively.

3.3.1. Sparse Pyramid of Local Binary Patterns

Face image The face image is

divided into blocks

LBP histogram

from each block

Feature histogram

LBP

LBP

Figure 3.5. The LBP features are standardly computed from a fixed-size grid.

The S-LBP is a based on the LBP [Ojala and Pietikäinen, 1994] histogram (stan-
dardly used in computer vision tasks, especially for representing the texture [Ojala and
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3. Detector

Pietikäinen, 1994], or facial features [Hadid et al., 2008]). The standard approach is
to compute weighted histograms of LBP obtained from a fixed grid, see Figure 3.5 for
illustration.

Similarly as in the case of LBP histogram, the S-LBP descriptor evaluates the stan-
dard 3×3 LBP [Ojala et al., 2002] in each position of the original patch. Each 8bit LBP
code is represented by a binary vector composed of all zeros and a single one, whose
position is determined by the LBP code. Then the patch is downscaled by a factor of
two, and the LBP are computed again in all positions. This process is repeated until
the resolution of the downscaled patch is below 3× 3 pixels. The resulting sequence of
binary vectors is concatenated to a column vector, forming the final descriptor. The
resulting sparse high-dimensional S-LBP descriptor can be best represented by the in-
dices of its components equal to one. To give an example of its dimensionality, consider
a patch of size 15×15 pixels. The number of all 3×3 px sub-windows in all levels of the
scale pyramid is (13× 13) + (5× 5) + (1× 1) = 195. Since each LBP is represented by

a 256-dimensional binary vector, the resulting descriptor has nφi = 195 · 256 = 49, 920
components, with only 195 non-zero entries.

Proposed S-LBP descriptor has several advantages compared to the standard his-
togram of LBP. The linear score function (3.4) which uses the standard histogram
of LBPs is defined as a weighted sum of relative occurrences of LBP codes computed
in a grid defined on the patch. In contrast, when the S-LBP descriptor is used, each
LBP in the patch has its weight. This implies that the detectors using S-LBP descrip-
tor subsume the detectors with the LBP histogram as a special case. Moreover, using
the S-LBP descriptor does not require the manual definition of the grid, but every-
thing is learned from the examples. The advantages are paid off by a higher number
of weights to be learned and, consequently, an increased risk of over-fitting.

3.3.2. Acceleration of S-LBP via Using MIPMAP

W

H

2W

H

0
1
0
...
1
1
0

Ψφ
i (I, s)

Figure 3.6. Features are pre-computed in all positions and scales of the normalized frame and
stored in the form of MIPMAP. The final S-LBP descriptor Ψφ

i (I, s) is compiled from the
MIPMAP on the fly by stacking the corresponding features.

Finding the optimal landmark locations requires computation of S-LBP features in
patches centered at all positions where we search for landmarks. A näıve implementa-
tion results in a significant number of repetitive evaluations of the base LBP feature
descriptor, since the search patches are highly overlapped. We propose to pre-compute
the base LBP in all scales of the entire normalized frame. The resulting LBP codes are
represented in the form of a MIPMAP [Williams, 1983], which allows efficient indexing
of the corresponding features in different scales. The final S-LBP descriptor is then
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3.3. Appearance Model

compiled from the MIPMAP on the fly (see Figure 3.6 for illustration).

This approach makes the feature computation independent of the number of sought
landmarks (assuming that the computational demand of feature compilation is negli-
gible), leading to about 40% speedup compared to the näıve implementation. More
importantly, this approach allows us to share the pre-computed features among differ-
ent views making the final structured classifier only sub-linearly slower, compared to
the näıve strategy evaluating the individual DPM detectors from scratch. Note, that
the feature descriptor evaluated via the MIPMAP representation is not the same as
the original S-LBP descriptor. Using the MIPMAP representation leads to skipping
some base LBP features computed in lower scales. However, we found that it has no
impact on the accuracy of the detector.

3.3.3. Histogram of Oriented Gradients

HOG de-
scriptor

Block nor-
malization

Blocks

Orientation
binning

Cells

Gradient
computation

Input image

Figure 3.7. The process of HOG features calculation. First, the gradient image is computed.
Then, each pixel contributes by a weighted vote to the orientation histograms; these are
grouped into cells. The blocks are constructed on top of the cells. Finally, the feature
descriptor is obtained by normalizing over the overlapping blocks.

The computation of HOG features [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] goes as follows. The
first step computes image derivatives by a convolution with centered discrete deriva-
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3. Detector

tive masks ([−1, 0, 1]>, [−1, 0, 1]) without Gaussian smoothing. The second step is
a spatial/orientation binning. Each pixel contributes by a weighted vote to 9 bins
histograms. Votes are bilinearly interpolated between neighboring bin centers and
accumulated into spatial regions called cells. The last step is a block normalization,
where histograms accumulated in cells are normalized among the overlapping cells
called blocks. Then, the feature descriptor is generated. The whole process is illus-
trated in Figure 3.7.

The HOG features were successfully used e.g. by Zhu and Ramanan [2012]. However,
we found the S-LBP features more suitable for our needs, mainly due to a much faster
calculation. See Section 5.5 for the comparison of different feature descriptors timing.

3.3.4. Scale Invariant Feature Transform

7 8 9 3 6 8 7 8 6 7 2 3 6 9 8 9 . . .

Figure 3.8. The process of SIFT features calculation. First, the gradient image is computed.
Then, each pixel contributes by a weighted vote (by a Gaussian window) to the orientation
bins, which are subsequently accumulated into orientation histograms, representing the 4×4
sub-regions. The feature descriptor is usually represented by a 128 dimensional vector.

The SIFT descriptor, introduced by Lowe [2004], is created by computing the gra-
dient magnitude and orientation at each image sample point weighted by a Gaussian
window. Afterward, the samples are accumulated into orientation histograms repre-
senting the 4× 4 sub-regions. Usually, the 128 dimensional vector is used. Figure 3.8
depicts the SIFT features calculation.

Xiong and la Torre [2013] used SIFT features with a great success. They show that
it can be used for real-time applications, and achieve impressive localization accuracy.
However, we should point out, that in their case, the SIFT features are not evaluated
in each possible position of the search space. See Section 5.5 for the comparison of
different feature descriptors timing.

3.4. Deformation Costs

As the deformation cost g : N2 → R we use quadratic function of coordinate displace-
ments defined as

g(si, sj ; z) = z1δx+ z2δy + z3δx
2 + z4δy

2 ,par-wise
potentials

(3.5)
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3.5. Inference Problem

where δx, δy denote coordinates of the displacement vector[
δx

δy

]
= si − sj =

[
xi − xj
yi − yj

]
(3.6)

and z = [z1, z2, z3, z4]T ∈ R4, is a placeholder of parameter vectors wij ∈ Rnij , nij = 4,

(i, j) ∈ E, or wφ
ij ∈ R4, (i, j) ∈ E,φ ∈ Φ, respectively. It is seen, that the deformation

cost (3.5) is linear in its parameters and hence it can be written as a dot product

g(si, sj ; z) = 〈z,ΨE(si, sj)〉 , (3.7)

where the feature map ΨE : N2 → R4 reads

ΨE(si, sj) =


δx
δy
δx2

δy2

 . (3.8)

The same quadratic deformation cost has been used by [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010].
The choice of the quadratic cost is motivated by its relation to the logarithm of the
Normal distribution defined on the displacement vector si − sj . To see this, we can
reformulate (3.5) as follows:

g(si, sj ; z) =


xi
yi
xj
yj


>

︸ ︷︷ ︸
x>


z3 0 −z3 0
0 z4 0 −z4

−z3 0 z3 0
0 −z4 0 z4


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Σ−1
ij


xi
yi
xj
yj


︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

+


z1

z2

−z1

−z2


>

︸ ︷︷ ︸
b>


xi
yi
xj
yj


︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

. (3.9)

Which can be rewritten (3.9) as

gij(si, sj ; z) = −(x− µij)>Σ−1
ij (x− µij) + const. , (3.10)

from which, we can see the relation of the parameters z with µij , and Σ−1
ij . The

latter are the parameters of multi-variate normal distribution, which can be viewed as
a generative model of the displacement. Note, that the terms containing z1, and z2

are hidden in µij , to be more specific, z1 = 2z3(µ3
ij − µ1

ij), and z2 = 2z4(µ4
ij − µ2

ij)).
In this perspective, (3.5) is related to the log-likelihood of this generative model of the
displacement.

Another advantage of having the deformation cost in the form of a separable quadratic
function is a possibility to use DT [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2012] for solving
the max-sum problem (3.1) in time linearly dependent on the number of positions
searched. DT will be described more in detail in Section 3.5.2.

3.5. Inference Problem

Evaluation of detector (3.1), as well as (3.2), amounts to solving an instance of the
max-sum optimization problem. A tractability of the max-sum problem depends on the
complexity of graph G. Let us suppose for simplicity that all landmarks have the same
search space S ′. There is overall |S ′||V | possible solutions. For a general graph, the
max-sum problem is known to be NP-hard. However, there are polynomial algorithms
for certain graph structures (e.g. sequences [Rabiner, 1989], trees [Felzenszwalb and
Zabih, 2010], or a low-width graphs [Amit and Kong, 1996]). While our framework does
not limit the graph structure in general, for the sake of speed, we set the structure
of graph G to form a tree. In such case, the inference can be computed by DP in
O(|V ||S ′|2) time.
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3.5.1. Dynamic Programming on a Tree Graph

s0
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s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s1 s2 s0

Queue:
s1 s2 s0

Queue:
s0

Queue:

Figure 3.9. The illustration of step-by-step calculation of the inference, i.e. the max-sum
problem, for a tree graph. The graph is topologically sorted, and the resulting queue is used
to direct the calculations. Vertices are popped from the queue and DP tables Bi and B′i are
calculated using (3.11), and (3.12), respectively. The graph is progressively shrinking until
there is just the last vertex, i.e. the root, to be processed.

DP for the max-sum on a tree is organized in a similar way as for sequences (i.e.
the well known Viterbi algorithm [Rabiner, 1989]). The main idea is illustrated in
Figure 3.9. We consider a directed graph G in the following, although the algorithm
can be applied to an undirected graph as well, by selecting an arbitrary vertex as the
root.

The graph is first topologically sorted, the root vertex to be evaluated as the last
one. Then, the first vertex si in the queue is picked up, and its children vertices Ci
are examined. The DP is filling the tables Bi[si], B

′
i[si], ∀si, storing the score of the

optimal partial solution, and the corresponding label, respectively

Bi[si] = qi(si, I; wi) +
∑
sj∈Ci

max
sj

(Bj [sj ] + gij(si, sj ; z)) (3.11)

B′i[si] = arg max
si

(Bi[si] + gij(si, sj ; z)) . (3.12)

Note, that in case of Ci = ∅, we have Bi[si] = qi(si, I; wi). After computing Bi[si],
and B′i[si], vertices with Ci = ∅ are cut off graph G. The calculations stop after the
last vertex in the queue, i.e. the root vertex sr, is evaluated. Bi[sr] contains the global
optimum of the scoring function, while B′i[si] are used to construct s∗, i.e. the best
configuration of the landmarks positions, by backtracking from the root vertex to the
leaves.

The overall algorithm runs in O(|V ||S ′|2) time. However, it can be significantly sped
up toO(|V ||S ′|), if gij(sj , sj ; z) is of a special form, by incorporating DT [Felzenszwalb
and Huttenlocher, 2012], which is described in the next section.

3.5.2. Distance Transform

Let us look closer on the form of equations (3.11), and (3.12). We know, that the land-
mark coordinates si,sj ∈ N2 are points of a discrete 2D grid. Furthermore, g(sj , sj ; z)
is defined as a quadratic surface between si, and sj , of a form z1δx+z2δy+z3δx

2+z4δy
2,

z1, . . . , z4 ∈ z, z1, . . . , z4 ∈ R. Its concavity can be enforced by constraining the indi-
vidual components of weight vectors z appropriately. With this in mind, we can see the
similarity between (3.11), (3.12), and generalized DT [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher,
2012]

Df (p) = min
q∈G

(
(p− q)2 + f(q)

)
, (3.13)
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3.5. Inference Problem

where q are points from a grid G, and f(q) is an arbitrary function on a grid. Trans-
formation of (3.13) to maximization if the function is concave is straightforward. For
the sake of simplicity, we will restrain ourselves with the minimization in the following
text.

Let us expand g(si, sj ; z) = 〈z,ΨE(si, sj)〉:

gij(si, sj ; z) = z1(x− x′) + z2(y − y′) + z3(x− x′)2 + z4(y − y′)2 , (3.14)

where z1, . . . , z4 are the components of weight vector z, x, y, and x′, y′ are x and y
coordinates, of si, sj , respectively. First, we need to show that DT can be used for
this 2D function.

Df (x, y) = min
x′,y′

[
w3(x− x′)2 + w1(x− x′) + w4(y − y′)2 + w2(y − y′) + f(x′, y′)

]
DT is
applicable in
an arbitrary
dimension.= min

x′

[
w3(x− x′)2 + w1(x− x′) + min

y′

[
w4(y − y′)2 + w2(y − y′) + f(x′, y′)

]]
= min

x′

[
w3(x− x′)2 + w1(x− x′) +Df |x′ (y)

]
, (3.15)

where Df |x′ (y) denotes a 1D distance transform (1D-DT) of f , restricted to the col-
umn indexed by x′. Therefore, we can apply the same algorithm as for the 1D-DT
computation— first for the columns and then for the rows.

Algorithm 1 1D-DT for quadratic function of (3.5). Modified version of [Felzenszwalb
and Huttenlocher, 2012, Algorithm 1].

Require: a, b, l, dlen, dshift

1: Initialization:
k ← 0
v[0]← 0 {Index of the rightmost parabola in lower envelope}
z[0]← −∞ {Locations of parabolas in lower envelope}
z[1]← +∞ {Locations of boundaries between parabolas}

2: for q = 1 to l − 1 do

3: s← (f(q)−f(v[k]))−b(q−v[k])+a(q2−v[k]2)
2a(q−v[k]) {Compute lower envelope}

4: while s ≤ z[k] do
5: k ← k − 1

s← (f(q)−f(v[k]))−b(q−v[k])+a(q2−v[k]2)
2a(q−v[k])

6: end while
7: k ← k + 1

v[k]← q
z[k]← s
z[k + 1]← −∞

8: end for
9: k ← 0
q2 ← dshift {Fill in values of DT}

10: for i = 0 to i < dlen − 1 do
11: while z[k + 1] < q2 do
12: k ← k + 1
13: end while
14: Df (q)← a(q2 − v[k])2 + b(q2 − v[k])2 + f(v[k])

q2 ← q2 + 1
15: end for

Algorithm 1 shows the 1D-DT in pseudocode. The algorithm has two stages. In the
first stage, it computes the lower envelope of the parabolas. In the second stage, it
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uses this lower envelope to fill in the values of Df in the grid. The main part of the
algorithm is the lower envelope computation. Note, that the parabolas defining DT
are sorted because they are rooted at the grid positions from S and they intersect at
exactly one point. The intersection s of two parabolas coming from the grid positions
q and r can be computed analytically as

s =
(f(r)− f(q))− b(r − q) + a(r2 − q2)

2a(r − q) ,Intersection
of parabolas.

(3.16)

where coefficients a, b are the weighting components from z, i.e. either z1, z3 or z2, z4,
depending for which coordinate we compute the DT.

We keep track of the lower envelope structure, by using two arrays. The horizontal
grid location of the i-th parabola is stored in v[i]. The range, in which the i-th parabola
is below the others, is given by z[i], and z[i+ 1]. Variable k represents the number of
parabolas in the lower envelope.

v[k − 1] v[k] qz[k] s

(a)

v[k − 1] v[k] qz[k]s

(b)

Figure 3.10. The two possible cases for the intersection point s, when adding the parabola
from q to the lower envelope constructed so far. In 3.10a, we have s > z[k], the parabola
at q is added to the lower envelope, which consists of parabolas rooted at v[k − 1], v[k]. In
3.10b, we have s ≤ z[k] and see, that parabola at v[k] is not a part of the lower envelope
and, therefore, can be removed from the list. Green dots emphasize the lower envelope.

There are just two cases that may occur, when adding a new parabola rooted at
grid location q and the rightmost parabola in the lower envelope computed so far v[k].
See Figure 3.10 for the illustration. In the first case, Fig 3.10a, s > z[k], new parabola
is simply added to the envelope. In the second case, Fig 3.10b, s ≤ z[k], the addition
of new parabola results in removing a parabola that used to be a part of the lower
envelope.

Once the lower envelope is computed, DT values can be filled-in by sampling the
height of the lower envelope at each grid location. Here, offset dshift, and grid size, i.e.
the search space, dlen come into place, to express the possibility of a different sized
Si,Sj search spaces.

The overall time complexity of the inference calculation is O(|V ||S ′|), since Algo-
rithm 1 operates in O(|S ′|) time, and it needs to be called exactly |V | times.

Algorithm 1 assumes, that functions (3.14) are convex. Therefore, the inference
computation requires the concavity of g(si, sj ; z), to work correctly, because we are
dealing with maximization. Let us construct the Hessian matrix of (3.14):

g′′(si, sj ; z) =

(
2z3 0
0 2z4

)
. (3.17)

Note, that g′′ is a symmetric matrix. Its principal minors are D1 = 2z3 and D2 =
4z3z4. In order to get the negative definite matrix, and therefore the concave function
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g(si, sj ; z), we need (−1)kDk > 0 to hold for all principal minors. That gives us the
following conditions:

−2z3 > 0

4z3z4 > 0 , (3.18)

from the second condition, we immediately see, that both z3 < 0, and z4 < 0. There-
fore, the only requirement to use DT are linear constraints on z. In particular, we
need to keep the 3rd and the 4th components of all vectors wφ

ij , (i, j) ∈ Eφ negative.

We denote the corresponding set of indices of the 3rd and the 4th components of wφ
ij ,

(i, j) ∈ E within the joint parameter vector w by symbol J− for a later usage.

3.6. Coarse-to-fine Strategy to Speed Up DPM detector

A practical limitation of DPM detectors is their computational cost, scaling with the
size of search spaces of individual landmark positions, Si, i ∈ V . The size of search
space is a function of the resolution of the normalized frame and a priori knowledge of
the landmark’s position. The a priori landmark position depends on the accuracy and
the robustness of the used face detector. That is, an imprecise localization provided
by face detector has to be compensated by a large-sized search space, not to miss the
correct landmark position. The search is done in the normalized frame, and the found
landmark location is projected back to the original image. Therefore, resolution of the
normalized frame de facto lower bounds the accuracy of the landmark localization. In
turn, improving the localization accuracy increases the search time.

face

detector
C-DPM

face box

refinement
F-DPM

I face box landmarks face box landmarks

Figure 3.11. The visualization of the C2F-DPM strategy used to improve localization accuracy
and to keep the processing time of DPM based detector low. The C-DPM detector operates
on a low-resolution image which is localized by a face detector. Resulting rough estimate
of landmarks helps to obtain a corrected face localization. The corrected face box allows
computing narrow search spaces of the F-DPM operating on higher resolution images.

To alleviate the problem, we propose a coarse-to-fine strategy, also denoted as
C2F-DPM, with two stages. In the first stage, we use a DPM detector, denoted
as C-DPM, which operates in a lower resolution normalized frame. The output of the
C-DPM detector is used to compute a better estimate of face location than the one
provided by the face detector itself. Hence, the C-DPM detector serves as a precise face
detector. In the second stage, we apply another DPM detector, denoted as F-DPM,
which searches for landmarks in a higher resolution normalized frame. The initial
estimate by C-DPM allows setting much tighter search spaces in the high-resolution
normalized frame of the F-DPM detector without a danger of overlooking the land-
marks. The scheme of C2F-DPM is outlined in Figure 3.11.

The precise face box used to initialize F-DPM is constructed from the response of
C-DPM detector as follows. Its center is computed as the mean of estimated landmarks.
Then, the centers of both eyes cl, cr are calculated (again as the mean position of
the corresponding estimated landmarks). Size of the precise face box is defined as
2.7 · ‖cl − cr‖2. Finally, the in-plane rotation of the precise face box is computed as a
deviation of the least squares optimal line l, fitted to eyes landmarks, and the x-axis.
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3. Detector

Figure 3.12. A few examples of the corrected face box computed from the response of C-DPM.
The original face box detected by a face detector is green; the corrected face box is blue.
Landmark positions predicted by C-DPM, and used for the face box correction are depicted
in magenta.

The whole process of the precise face box computation is depicted in Figure 3.13. A
few examples of the corrected face box are depicted in Figure 3.12.

Specific implementation details and experimental evaluation are provided in Chap-
ter 5. Here, we point out, that we use the same number of landmarks to be detected
for both C-DPM, and F-DPM. It is evident, that this is suboptimal, regarding the
processing time. C-DPM, and therefore also the resulting C2F-DPM, might be sped
up significantly by using a sparser set of landmarks. However, that would require
changes in the precise face box construction, because we are using the mean position
of all landmarks for its center. We leave the possibility of this speedup as an open
problem for a possible future work.
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(a) Initial face box (b) Landmarks detected by C-DPM

y
x
ϕ

C

d

2.7d

(c) Acquisition of corrected face box parame-
ters

(d) Corrected face box and the landmarks de-
tected by F-DPM

Figure 3.13. Face box correction. Eye landmarks detected by C-DPM are used to fit the best
line in a least-squares manner (yellow line). Deviation of this line from x-axis defines the
rotation angle ϕ. The corrected box is placed in the centroid of landmarks C, detected by
C-DPM, and its size is set to 2.7× multiple of the length of line segment d connecting the
centers of both eyes.
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In this chapter, we describe methods which we use for learning the weights w of
the detectors introduced in Chapter 3. We begin with defining the SO-SVM frame-
work [Tsochantaridis et al., 2005] for learning a generic linear classifier. Then, in
Section 4.1 and 4.3, we describe variants of SO-SVM suitable for learning parameters
of the single-stage and two-stage landmark detectors both being instances of a generic
linear classifier. The Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and the BMRM algorithms,
which are solvers commonly used in SO-SVM learning, are outlined in Section 4.4
and 4.5, respectively. Finally, we describe two proposed improvements of the BMRM
algorithm. In particular, Section 4.6 is dedicated to the proposed Proximal BMRM
algorithm, and Section 4.7 describes the BMRM with Multiple Cutting Plane model.

In this chapter we consider the following general definition of a prediction problem.
Let p : X × Y → [0, 1] be a probability density function defined over a set of inputs
X , elements of which x ∈ X are arbitrary objects (e.g. images), and a set of hidden
labels Y, whose elements y are structured objects (e.g. configuration of landmark
positions). For simplicity, we assume that both X and Y are finite sets 1. Then, let
∆: Y × Y → R+

0 be a non-negative loss function, such that ∆(y,y) = 0, ∀y ∈ Y and
∆(y,y′) > 0, ∀y 6= y′. Let Ψ : X ×Y → Rn be a fixed mapping from the input-output
space onto the space of parameters. The goal is to find parameters (weights) w of a
linear classifier

h(x;w) ∈ Argmax
y∈Y

〈w,Ψ(x,y)〉 linear
classifier

(4.1)

which minimizes the expected risk

Rexp(w) =
∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(x,y)∆ (y, h(x;w)) . expected risk(4.2)

The risk (4.2) cannot be minimized directly because p(x,y) is unknown. However,
we are given a training set T = {(xj ,yj) ∈ X × Y | j = 1, . . . ,m} assumed to be
drawn from i.i.d. random variables with the distribution p(x,y). In this case, we can
approximate the expected risk Rexp(w) by the empirical risk

Remp(w) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

∆
(
yi, h(xi,w)

)
. empirical risk(4.3)

The empirical risk Remp(w) can be already minimized in principle. However, the
optimization problem is for most choices of the loss function ∆(y,y′) intractable.
Hence, in practice, learning is formulated as a minimization of a convex regulairized
risk

F (w) = Ω(w) +R(w) , regularized
risk

(4.4)

where R : Rn → R denotes a convex surrogate of the empirical risk Remp(w) and
Ω: Rn → R is convex regularization term used to prevent overfitting.

There are many learning algorithms which in their core minimize a regularized
risk (4.4). The SO-SVM algorithm [Tsochantaridis et al., 2005] is one of the, translat-
ing the learning into the following convex problem

uncon-
strained risk
minimization

w∗ = arg min
w∈Rn

F (w) where F (w) =
λ

2
‖w‖2 +

1

m

m∑
i=1

ri(w) . (4.5)

1Note that in our application X is a large yet finite set containing 256H·W gray-scale images.
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The surrogate empirical risk R(w) is expanded to 1
m

∑m
i=1 ri(w), where ri(w) is a

convex surrogate loss incurred by the classifier on the i-th training example (xi,yi), and
Ω(w) = λ

2‖w‖2 is a quadratic regularizer. The value of the regularization constant λ >
0 is tuned on a validation set. There are several options how to construct the surrogate
loss ri(w). In our work, we use the so called margin-rescaling loss [Tsochantaridis et al.,
2005] defined as

ri(w) = max
y∈Y

[
∆(y,y′) +

〈
w,Ψ(xi,y)

〉
−
〈
w,Ψ(xi,yi)

〉 ]
. (4.6)

It is easy to see, that ri(w) is a convex function ofw, and that it upper bounds the value
of the true loss ∆(yi, h(xi;w)) for all w ∈ Rn. Evaluation of the proxy loss ri(w) is
equivalent to evaluation of the linear classifier (4.1) whose score function is augmented
by the true loss ∆(y,y′). In the case of our landmark detectors, the evaluation of
ri(w) can be done by the same DP algorithms which we use for classification, since
the true loss ∆(y,y′) decomposes over landmarks. The particular choices of the true
loss ∆(y,y′) is discussed later in Section 4.2.

The existing solvers of the optimization problem (4.5) can be categorized into ap-
proximate online algorithms, and batch algorithms. In general, the online algorithms
converge quickly at the first stages of the optimization process, but they require a long
time to achieve a precise solution. The batch methods behave the other way around,
that is, their convergence is slow (and often fluctuates) at the beginning, but they are
faster when approaching the optimum. The batch algorithms provide a certificate of
optimality that can be used as a strict stopping condition. On the other hand, the
online methods do not have clearly defined stopping condition. The online methods
are suitable for learning from very large sets of training examples. The batch methods
are preferable when a solution with a guaranteed precision is required. Which is the
case when the number of training examples is relatively small compared to the number
of parameters to be learned, and the regularization is thus necessary. In our case, the
batch methods are preferable because our detector has a large number of parameters
(hundreds of thousands) due to the usage of high-dimensional S-LBP features. The
SGD algorithm representing the online methods is described in Section 4.4. The most
prominent representative of the batch methods nowadays is the BMRM algorithm
which is described in Section 4.7.

The batch as well as the online methods access the objective function of (4.5) via
the first order oracle of the surrogate loss ri(w). For given w, the first order oracle
returns the value of ri(w) and its sub-gradient r′i(w). The sub-gradient of ri(w)
defined by (4.6) can be computed by Danskin’s theorem (see e.g. [Bertsekas, 1999]) as
follows

r′i(wt) = Ψ(xi, ŷ)−Ψ(xi,yi) , (4.7)

where
ŷ ∈ arg max

y∈Y

[
∆(y,yi) +

〈
w,Ψ(xi,y)

〉]
. (4.8)

Computation of the sub-gradient requires solving the same augmented classification
problem (4.8) as is needed when evaluating ri(w) defined in formula (4.6).

4.1. Learning DPM landmark detector by SO-SVM

The single-view DPM detector (3.1) as well as the single-stage multi-view DPM de-
tector (3.2) are special instances of the generic linear classifier (4.1). In particular,
the input set X is a set of all normalized images IH×W , and the hidden labels y ∈ Y
correspond to 2D landmark coordinates s for the singe-view detector, tupled with the
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viewpoint φ ∈ Φ in the case of the multi-view single-stage detector. That is, particular
instances of the SO-SVM algorithm for landmark detectors are obtained after setting
x ≡ I, y ≡ s, or y ≡ (φ, s), respectively.

It can be also see, that the score functions f(I, s;w) and fφ(I, s; w) of detectors (3.1)
and (3.2), respectively, are linear in parameters w. Recall, that we have defined both
appearance model (3.4), and deformation cost (3.5) as linearly parametrized functions.
For example, score function of the single-view detector (3.1) can be written as the dot
product f(I, s;w) = 〈w,Ψ(I, s))〉 where the joint parameter vectorw is constructed as
a concatenation of parameter vectors of the individual appearance models wi, i ∈ V
and parameter vectors of all deformation costs wij , (i, j) ∈ E. The joint feature
map Ψ(I, s) is constructed by concatenating the feature maps Ψi(I, si), i ∈ V , and
Ψe(si, sj), (i, j) ∈ E, in an appropriate order. Showing that the single-stage multi-view
DPM detector has a linear score function is analogous.

To speed up the evaluation of landmark detectors by using DT, we need to enforce
a subset of weights wi, i ∈ J−, of the parameter vector w to be strictly negative (c.f.
Section 3.5.2). To this end, we augment the unconstrained SO-SVM problem (4.5) by
linear constraints which yield the following convex program

constrained
risk
minimization

w∗ = arg min
w∈Rn

F (w) , where F (w) =
λ

2
‖w‖2 +

1

m

m∑
i=1

ri(w) (4.9)

s.t. wi ≤ c−, i ∈ J− ,

and c− is set to a small negative constant.

4.2. Loss function

A substantial advantage of empirical risk minimization based learning, of which SO-SVM
is a special instance, is the option to directly optimize the classifier’s performance
regarding a user-defined loss function ∆(y,y′). The loss function measures the dis-
crepancy between the ground-truth annotation of a training example and the output
predicted by a classifier. In this section, we define loss functions suitable for learning of
landmark detectors. The loss functions are tightly connected to the evaluation metrics
which will be used to evaluate the landmark detectors empirically in Chapter 5.

Single-view loss

In the case of single-view landmark detector (3.1), we design the loss function to
measure the average Euclidean distance between the ground-truth landmark positions
s and the predicted landmark positions s′ (also denoted as a point-to-point (P2P)
error). In particular, the loss function is defined as

∆loc(s, s
′) =

1

κ(s)|V |
∑
j∈V
‖sj − s′j‖ , single-view

loss
(4.10)

where κ(s) is the face size computed from the ground truth annotation s. The term
1

κ(s) serves as a normalization factor which makes the measurement of the localization
error invariant to a different size of the input face. Recall, that the input image is size
normalized based on a response of the face detector which is, usually, not very precise.
In our experiments, we consider two ways how to define the face size κ(s). The first
options is to define the face size horizontally, i.e. κ(s) is set to be an IOD of the face,
see Figure 4.1a. The IOD has become de facto the standard normalization factor used
in the literature. Hence, we consider this option to make our results comparable with
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1. Face size κ(s) definitions. The Fig. 4.1a shows the horizontal definition, which is
the IOD. The Fig. 4.1b shows the vertical definition, which is the size of the line connecting
the root of the nose and the cheek, i.e. the face height (FH). Note, that the vertical definition
is the same for both frontal and profile view, while the horizontal would be 0 for the profile
view. Images are taken from the Multi-PIE database [Gross et al., 2010].

the work of others.face size However, we prefer a different definition, which is to compute
the face size vertically, see Figure 4.1b. The vertical definition, measuring face as a
distance between the root of the nose and the chin, is not affected by the yaw angle of
the head which varies considerably in the multi-view setting. We refer to this vertical
definition of the face size also as a face height (FH) in the following text. It is easy
to see that the horizontal definition of the face size (IOD) approaches zero 0 for the
full profile views pushing the error to the infinity. In contrast, the vertical definition
(FH) dependents on the pitch head rotation which has much smaller variation in the
consumer images.

Multi-view loss

In the case of the multi-view DPM detector (3.2), the loss function measures a dis-
crepancy between the ground-truth landmark positions s, the viewpoint φ, and their
predictions s′, and φ′. The multi-view loss is defined as

∆mv(φ, s, φ′, s′) =

{
1

κ(s)|V φ|
∑

j∈V φ| ‖sj − s′j‖, if φ = φ′ ,

1, otherwise.
multi-view

loss
(4.11)

In the multi-view setting, we use only the vertical definition of the normalization
constant κ(s) for the reasons described above. Provided the viewpoint is predicted
correctly, φ = φ′, the value of the multi-view loss equals to the same localization
error as defined for the single-view case. In the case of the viewpoint misclassification,
φ 6= φ′, the penalty is set to 1 regardless the ground-truth positions s and predicted
positions s′ which need not be comparable due to a different number of landmarks.
The penalty 1 is much larger value than an acceptable localization error. Hence, the
loss function discourages mistakes in the viewpoint predictions more than landmark
misplacement.

0/1 Single-view loss

To have a fair comparison with the detector of Zhu and Ramanan [2012], we define 0/1
loss which best corresponds to the learning problem (2.29) proposed in their paper.
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The 0/1-loss is defined as

∆0/1(s, s′) =

{
0, if s = s′ ,
1, otherwise ,

0/1
single-view
loss

(4.12)

which means that the loss is 0 if all landmark coordinates are predicted precisely.
Otherwise the loss is 1 (even if prediction of a single coordinate differs from the ground
truth by only one pixel).

4.3. Two-stage Multi-view Detector Learning

In this section, we describe the learning of the two-stage multi-view landmark detec-
tor proposed in Section 3.2.2. The two-stage detector (3.2.2) is composed of |Φ| + 1
predictions rules which are all instances of a generic linear classifier (4.1). Parameters
of all the linear rules are learned separately by the SO-SVM algorithm. Learning of
the parameters is split into two stages:

1. In the first stage, we learn a single-view landmark detector (3.3) for each viewpoint
φ ∈ Φ separately. We use the same instance of the SO-SVM algorithm as for
the “frontal” single-view detector whose learning was described in Section 4.1. In
particular, for each viewpoint φ ∈ Φ we learn parameters wφ

1 by solving the SO-SVM
problem (4.9) using the multi-view loss (4.11). The training set contains a subset of
examples for the particular viewpoint only.

2. In the second stage, we learn a single multi-class linear classifier (3.3) predicting the
viewpoint φ based on the features computed from the responses of |Φ| single-view

landmark detectors from the first stage. Parameters w2 = (wφ
2 | φ ∈ Φ) are learned

by solving the SO-SVM problem (4.5) using the 0/1-loss ∆(φ, φ′) = [[φ 6= φ′]]. In
this case, the entire training set is used.

Table 4.1. Comparison of learning procedures of the single-stage and the two-stage multi-
view detectors. Learning is compared regarding the number of parameters, the number of
possible outputs |Y| of the learned classifiers, and the optimized loss functions. The single-
stage detector requires solving a single large convex problem while the two-stage detector
requires solving |Φ|+ 1 smaller problems.

The number of parameters The number of outputs Loss Function

single
stage

∑
φ∈Φ

[∑
i∈V φ n

φ
i +

∑
ij∈Eφ

nφij

] ∏
φ∈Φ

[ ∏
i∈V φ

|Sφi |
]

∆mv

two
stage

1. stage 2. stage 1. stage 2. stage 1. stage 2. stage∑
i∈V φ

nφi +
∑

ij∈Eφ
nφij , ∀φ ∈ Φ

∑
φ∈Φ

∑
i∈V φ

nφi
∏
i∈V φ

|Sφi |, ∀φ ∈ Φ |Φ| ∆loc ∆0/1

Table 4.1 compares learning of the single-stage and the two-stage multi-view detec-
tors regarding the number of parameters, the number of possible outputs |Y| of the
learned classifiers, and the optimized loss functions. The number of parameters and
the number of classifier outputs influences the complexity of the convex problems to
be solved. Note that the number of classifier outputs corresponds effectively to the
number of constraints which are implicitly involved in the definition of the margin-
rescaling loss function. It is seen that the single-stage approach requires solving a
single but enormous instance of the convex problem (4.9). Although the two-stage
approach requires solving |Φ| instances of the problem (4.9) and a single instance of
the problem (4.5), these convex problems are considerably smaller. In turn, learning of
the two-stage detector is substantially faster as will be shown empirically in Chapter 5.
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4.4. Stochastic Gradient Descent

Algorithm 2 Projected SGD with constant step-size and averaging

Require: λ > 0, α > 0, (li ≤ ui), i = 1, . . . , n
1: set w0 := 0, v0 = 0, t := 0
2: repeat
3: for i in randperm(m) do
4: compute sub-gradient r′i(wt) of i-th example at wt

5: gt = λ
mwt + 1

mr
′
i(wt)

6: wt+1 = P (wt − αgt)
7: vt+1 = t−1

t vt + 1
twt+1

8: end for
9: until convergence

A prominent representative of the online methods is the SGD algorithm. There
are many variants of SGD. In order to deal with the linear constraints wi ≤ c− in
the problem (4.9), we use the Projected Stochastic Gradient Descent (P-SGD) with
constant step size and averaging [Shamir and Zhang, 2013], the pseudo-code of which
is outlined in Algorithm 2.

In each epoch (step 2), the P-SGD algorithm goes through the training examples
in a randomly generated order (step 3). This is a common strategy which simulates
random sampling of the data without overlooking some examples from the training
set. A randomly picked example is used to compute a stochastic estimate of the
sub-gradient gt of the objective function (step 4 and step 5). The parameters wt

are updated by subtracting α fraction of the gradient, and the result is projected to
the space of feasible solutions by orthogonal projector P : Rn → Rn (step 6). For
given w ∈ Rn, the projector w′ = P (w) is the closest point satisfying the constraints
w′i ≤ c−, i ∈ J−, which can be written in a closed form as

negativity
constraints

P (w) =

 P1(w1)
...

Pn(wn)

 where Pi(wi) =

{
min(c−, wi) if i ∈ J− ,

wi if i /∈ J− . (4.13)

The scalar α > 0 is a constant step-size (learning rate). We tune α based on the value
of the objective function F (wt) obtained after ten epochs of the algorithm run on a
subset created from 10% of training examples. To speed up the convergence, we use
the averaging scheme where a new “averaged” iterate vt+1 is defined as the average of
all previous SGD iterates w1, . . . ,wt (step 7).

The main benefit of P-SGD is its simplicity. Another advantage is a fast convergence
at the early stages of the optimization, that is, it gets relatively close to the optimum
very soon. However, then it gets stalled and obtaining sufficiently precise solution takes
prohibitively long time. We found experimentally that in our task a precise solution of
the learning problem is essential to get a detector with high performance. Another issue
that prolongs the training time is the need to tune the learning rate α appropriately
for each run of the algorithm. Another disadvantage is the lack of a strict stopping
criterion which is typically resolved by monitoring the progress of the validation error
and stopping the algorithm when there is no significant improvement. Finally, the basic
variant of the P-SGD is online in nature, and it cannot be easily parallelized. Due to
these disadvantages, we started to use a batch optimization algorithms described in
the next section.
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4.5. Batch optimization algorithms

w0w1

R(w)

R2(w)

w2

R(w1) + 〈R′(w1), w − w1〉R(w0) + 〈R′(w0), w − w0〉

Figure 4.2. A convex function R(w) (gray) is approximated by a point-wise maximum R2(w)
(black) of two linear under-estimators of R(w), the so called cutting planes, which are com-
puted at points w0 and w1. It is seen that the minimum of R(w) can be well approximated
by the minimum of much the simpler function R2(w).

In this section, we describe batch optimization algorithms suitable for solving convex
minimization problems of the form

w∗ ∈ argmin
w∈Rn

F (w) where F (w) = Ω(w) +R(w) , (4.14)

R : Rn → R is an arbitrary convex function and Ω: Rn → R is a convex regularization
term. The function R(w) is assumed to be complex and expensive to evaluate while
the regularization term Ω(w) is assumed to be simple and easy to evaluate. In our
application, R(w) is a surrogate of the empirical risk and the regularization term is
quadratic, Ω(w) = λ

2‖w‖2, where λ > 0 is a regularization constant. Note, that
quadratic regularization term guarantees that problem (4.14) has a unique solution.

4.5.1. Cutting Plane Algorithm

Let us assume for a moment a special variant of problem (4.14) without the regular-
ization term Ω(w), that is,

w∗ ∈ argmin
w∈Rn

R(w) . (4.15)

Thanks to the convexity of R(w) it can be approximated by the Cutting Plane (CP)
Model (CPM)

Rt(w) = max
i=1,...,t

[
R(wi) +

〈
R′(wi),w −wi

〉]
, CPM(4.16)

where w1, . . . ,wt are points at which risk R(w) is sampled, and R′(wi) ∈ Rn, i =
1, . . . , t, denote sub-gradients computed at these points. By definition, the CPM Rt(w)
is a piece-wise linear under-estimator of risk R(w) which is tight at points w1, . . . ,wt.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the approximation on a simple function.

The CPA [Cheney and Goldstain, 1959] is a simple iterative procedure exploiting
the CPM to solve the problem (4.15). Starting from an initial solution w1 ∈ Rn, the
CPA computes new iterates by solving the so-called reduced problem:

wt+1 ∈ arg min
w∈Rn

Rt(w) , reduced
problem

(4.17)
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where risk function R(w) is replaced by its CPM Rt(w). It is well-known that the
iterates generated by the CPA show a strong “zig-zag” behavior, especially at early
iterations when the CPM is still quite inaccurate, resulting in a slow convergence. See
experiments presented in Section 5.6, for the illustration.

4.5.2. Bundle Methods

Bundle Methods (BM) [Lemaréchal, 1978] refines the CPA by adding a quadratic
prox-term to the reduced problem, i.e. the next iterate becomes

wt+1 ∈ arg min
w∈Rn

[
Rt(w) + ρt‖w −w+

t ‖2
]
, (4.18)

where w+
t is the prox-center and ρt ∈ R is the prox-term penalty. When the improve-

ment in the objective value is sufficiently large, i.e. R(wt) − R(wt+1) ≤ γt, γt ∈ R+

holds, the prox-center is updated to w+
t+1 = wt+1. Otherwise, the prox-center remains

unchanged, i.e. w+
t+1 = w+

t . The prox-term reduces the influence of the inaccurate
CPM by constraining the distance between the iterations, thereby removing the detri-
mental behavior of the CPA. The BM is controlled by two rules with a significant
impact on the convergence [Lemaréchal et al., 1995]. The first rule defines the minimal
decrease threshold γt, and the second rule sets the prox-term penalty ρt.

4.5.3. Bundle Methods for Regularized Risk Minimization

Teo et al. [2010] adopted BM for a specific problem (4.15). In particular, they propose
to replace problem (4.5) by a following reduced problem

wt+1 ∈ argmin
w∈Rn

Ft(w) where Ft(w) = Ω(w) +Rt(w) .regularized
reduced
problem

(4.19)

Regularization term Ω(w) serves as a natural prox-center and the reduced problem
objective Ft(w) is obtained just by replacing the risk term with its CPM. This is an
elegant solution which avoids designing rules for updating the prox-center penalty, and
the sufficient decrease threshold as needed by the original BM.

Algorithm 3 BMRM algorithm

Require: ε, first order oracle evaluating R(w) and R′(w)
1: Initialization: w ← 0, t← 0
2: repeat
3: t← t+ 1
4: Call oracle to compute R(wt) and R′(wt)
5: Update the cutting plane model Rt(wt)
6: Solve the reduced problem (4.19)
7: until F (wt)− Ft(wt) ≤ ε

The BMRM is outlined in Algorithm 3. Starting from an initial guess w1 ∈ Rn,
BMRM iteratively solves the reduced problem (4.19), and use new iterate wt+1 to
update the CPM (4.16), which becomes progressively more and more accurate. This
process is repeated until a gap between primal and reduced objective gets below a
prescribed ε > 0. It is easy to see, that the inequality in the stopping condition,
F (wt)− Ft(wt) ≤ ε, implies that F (wt) ≤ F (w∗) + ε holds. Therefore, in contrast to
the online methods, BMRM provide a certificate of the optimality. Also, the first order
oracle called at step 4, which is the main bottleneck of the algorithm, can be efficiently
parallelized. However, besides all mentioned advantages, the BMRM can still suffer
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4.5. Batch optimization algorithms

from a slow convergence especially when the value of the regularization constant λ is
small as we discuss in Section 4.5.4.

Finally, we describe an efficient solution of the reduced problem (4.19). In our
application, we use a quadratic regularization term Ω(w) = λ

2‖w‖2 the problem (4.19)
is therefore equivalent to a convex quadratic program. Let us define the following
shortcuts ai = R′(wi) and bi = R(wi) − 〈R′(wi),wi〉. Then, we can rewrite the
reduced problem (4.19) as

wt ∈ argmin
w∈Rn

[
λ

2
‖w‖2 + ξ

]
s.t. 〈ai,w〉+ bi ≤ ξ, i = 1, . . . , t . (4.20)

The problem (4.20) has n + 1 variables, where n is a dimension of parameters which
is hundreds of thousands in our application. It is thus advantageous to solve (4.20) in
its dual form having only t variables as shown next. The Lagrangian of (4.20) reads

L(w, ξ,α) =
λ

2
‖w‖2 + ξ −

t∑
i=1

αi [ξ − bi − 〈ai,w〉] . (4.21)

The objective of the dual problem is the value of minw,ξ L(w, ξ,α) which has a closed
form solution derived from equations defining the stationary point:

∂L(w, ξ,α)

∂w
= λw

t∑
i=1

αiai = 0⇒ w = − 1

λ

t∑
i=1

αiai , (4.22)

∂L(w, ξ,α)

∂ξ
= 1−

t∑
i=1

αi = 0⇒
t∑
i=1

αi = 1 , (4.23)

∂L(w, ξ,α)

∂αi
= bi + 〈ai,w〉 − ξ = 0⇒ ξ = bi + 〈ai,w〉 . (4.24)

By plugging (4.22) and (4.23) back to (4.21), primal variables ξ, and w are eliminated
and we get a following formulation of the dual task

αt ∈ arg max
α∈Rt

 t∑
i=1

αibi −
1

2λ

∥∥∥∥∥
t∑
i=1

αiai

∥∥∥∥∥
2
 s.t.

t∑
i=1

αi = 1 , αi ≥ 0 , i = 1, . . . , t .

(4.25)
Equation (4.22) connects the primal, and the dual optimal solution. In particular, the
primal solution wt can be obtained from the dual optimal solution αt by

wt = − 1

λ

t∑
i=1

αiai . (4.26)

4.5.4. Disadvantages of the BMRM algorithm

The prox-term penalty is in the BMRM replaced by a fixed regularization parameter λ
and the prox-center is constantly zero. This is an elegant solution which simplifies the
original BM. However, it comes at the cost of making the algorithm less efficient in some
settings. In particular, for small values of λ, the influence of the regularizer is weak,
and BMRM become closer to the CPA. Consequently, BMRM exhibits a “zig-zag”
behavior leading to a slow convergence. See the convergence curves of experiments
presented in Section 5.6 for illustration. The detrimental effect of a small λ is also
seen from the upper bound on the maximal number of iterations, which is O(log2 λ+
C
λε) (e.g. [Teo et al., 2010]). The mentioned inefficiency of BMRM can have serious
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practical implications, because the optimal value of λ is unknown and thus needs to
be discovered in the model selection stage. The model selection involves solving the
optimization problem (4.14) with a range of λ’s including small values, which might
require prohibitively many iterations and long computational time in return. In the
following section, we propose two improvements of the existing BMRM algorithm which
significantly speed up its convergence as we show in Chapter 5 empirically.

4.6. Proximal Point BMRM

In this section, we describe our first improvement of the BMRM algorithm. We propose
to integrate a quadratic prox-term to the objective of the reduced problem (4.19)
to prevent the “zig-zag” behavior of the BMRM. This modification, which we call
Prox-BMRM, returns the BMRM algorithm closer to its roots (i.e. BM [Lemaréchal,
1978]). There are two main differences between the proposed Prox-BMRM and the
original BM:

1. We do not approximate the innate quadratic regularizer by the CPM.

2. We propose a new adaptive strategy for adjusting the prox-term penalty and the
minimal improvement threshold.

The reason for introducing an additional prox-term is to prevent the overly large
changes of the solution in two consecutive iterations. To this end, we require that
Euclidean distance between two successive iterations ‖wt+1 − wt‖ is not larger than
some reasonably chosen constant K > 0. This constraint is implemented by adding a
prox-term to the objective function of the reduced problem, i.e. the modified objective
of the reduced problem becomes

Ft(w, ρt) =
λ

2
‖w‖2 +Rt(w) + ρt‖w −wt‖2 , (4.27)

where ρt ≥ 0 is the prox-term penalty. Similarly to the original BMRM, the Prox-BMRM
computes a new iterate by minimizing the reduced objective (4.27). The value of the
prox-term penalty ρt is set adaptively as described in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Prox-BMRM

Require: ε > 0, T > 0, K > 0 , w1 ∈ Rn
1: Set ρ1 = 0 and γt =∞
2: repeat
3: Solve the reduced problem

wρt
t+1 ∈ arg minw∈Rn Ft(w, ρt)

4: if F (wt)− F (wρt
t+1) ≥ γt then

5: accept the solution and set:
wt+1 = wρt

t+1, ρt+1 = ρt, γt+1 = γt
6: else
7: Find the minimal ρ̂ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4, . . .}, such that ‖wρ̂

t+1 −wt‖ ≤ K , where
wρ
t+1 ∈ arg minw∈Rn Ft(w, ρt)

8: Set wt+1 = wρ̂
t+1, ρt+1 = ρ̂ and

9: γt+1 =
F (wρ̂t+1)

T − Ft(w0
t+1)

T (1−ε)
10: end if
11: until F (wt+1)− Ft(w0

t+1) ≤ ε · |F (wt+1)|

In each iteration, the Prox-BMRM first tries to compute a new iterate by minimizing
the reduced objective with the prox-center penalty ρt used in the previous step (line 3).
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4.6. Proximal Point BMRM

If the new iteration improves primal objective sufficiently, i.e. primal objective value
decreases by more than γt (line 4), the solution is accepted, and setting of the penalty
ρt as well as the minimal improvement threshold γt are unchanged (line 5). If the
improvement is not sufficient, the prox-term penalty is tuned to guarantee that distance
between the previous and the new iterate is not higher than constant K (line 7). At
the same time, minimal improvement threshold is set to a new value γt+1 according
to the formula on line 9. It can be seen, that if the improvement in all subsequent
iterations is not less than γt+1, i.e. condition on the line 4 holds, then the stopping
condition is satisfied after at most T iterations. In turn, the prox-center penalty is
re-adjusted not later than after T iterations. As a result, Prox-BMRM guarantees
in each iteration that either the primal objective is sufficiently improved or the new
iterate is not overly far from the previous one. In Section 5.6, we experimentally show,
that this strategy avoids the “zig-zag” behavior, and also significantly decreases the
number of iterations needed to converge to the ε-optimal solution.

Compared to the original BMRM, proposed Prox-BMRM introduces an additional
overhead because the solution of the reduced problem can be required several times
in a single iteration. However, the overhead is not dramatic. Moreover, it can be
significantly reduced by using several tricks. First, in the search for ρt on line 7 one
should use the fact that ‖wρ1

t+1−wt‖ > ‖wρ2
t+1−wt‖ holds for any ρ1 < ρ2 which follows

from the strict convexity of the quadratic prox-term. Also, the search can start from the
previous value of ρt instead of always going sequentially from ρt = 0. Second, one can
significantly speed up solving the reduced problem by using the warm start strategy.
Third, the stopping condition on the line 11, which also requires solving the reduced
problem with ρt = 0 to get lower bound on the optimum, does not need to be evaluated
in every iteration. It turns out to be sufficient to evaluate the stopping condition only
when ρt readjusting takes place as it requires solving the reduced problem nonetheless.
With these tricks implemented we observed, that the reduced problem is solved on
average 2–3 times instead of only once as in BMRM, which constitutes a negligible
increase of a computational time. This increase is amply compensated by a reduced
number of iterations.

Besides the precision parameter ε, Prox-BMRM algorithm requires the setting of
an initial solution w1 and two constants: i) K which is a maximal distance between
two consecutive iterations, and ii) T which is a maximal number of iterations without
readjusting the prox-center penalty α. An efficient and straightforward way to find a
non-trivial initial solution, i.e. ‖w1‖ > 0, is discussed in the next section. We found
empirically that setting T = 100 and K = 0.01‖w1‖ worked consistently well in all
our experiments.

Algorithm 4 converts solving the original problem (4.5) to a sequence of reduced
problems (4.27). Problem (4.27) is equivalent to the following convex quadratic pro-
gram:

wt+1 ∈ arg min
w∈Rn

[
λ

2
‖w‖2 + ρt‖w −wt‖2 + ξ

]
s.t. ξ ≥ bi + 〈ai,w〉, i = 0, . . . , t− 1 . (4.28)

In practice, the number of cutting planes t required by Algorithm 4 to converge is
usually much lower than dimension n of parameter vector w ∈ Rn. Thus, one can
benefit from solving the reduced problem (4.19) in its dual formulation, the form of
which is very similar to the one used in the standard BMRM. Let A ∈ Rn×t be a matrix
the columns of which are sub-gradients ai = R′(wi), b ∈ Rt a vector the elements of
which are bi = R(wi)−〈R′(wi),wi〉, H = 1

λ+2ρt
A>A and z = b+ 2ρt

λ+2ρt
A>wt. Using
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these shortcuts, the Lagrange dual of (4.28) can be concisely written as

βt+1 ∈ Arg max
β∈Rt

[
−1

2
β>Hβ + β>z

]
s.t.

t∑
i=1

βi = 1 , βi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , t . (4.29)

The primal solution can be obtained from the dual solution by the formula

wt+1 =
2ρtwt −Aβt+1

λ+ 2ρt
. (4.30)

The experimental evaluation of proposed Prox-BMRM algorithm is covered in Sec-
tion 5.6. In the following section, we introduce another improvement of BMRM, the
BMRM with multiple cutting plane models, which can be used either independently,
or in combination with the Prox-BMRM.

4.7. Multiple cutting plane model BMRM

In this section, we describe our second improvement of the BMRM algorithm. While
the genuine BMRM uses a single cutting plane model (4.16) to approximate risk R(w),
we propose to decompose the risk into a sum of P > 1 functions and then approximate
each partial risk by a separate CPM.

Let us assume that the risk is decomposed into P functions

R(w) =
P∑
p=1

R(w, p) where R(w, p) =
∑
i∈Ip

ri(w) , (4.31)

and I1, . . . , IP is a partitioning of the index set {1, . . . ,m}. It is wise to define the
partitioning evenly so that the sets Ip, p = 1, . . . , P , have approximately the same size.

R(w , 1)

R(w , 2)
R(w , 3)

R(w ) = R(w , 1) +R(w , 2) +R(w , 3)

Figure 4.3. The figure illustrates how is the risk R(w) (upper figure) decomposed into a
sum of functions R(w, p), p = 1, . . . , P , (lower figure) each of which is approximated by its
cutting planes (dashed lines).

We propose to approximate each of P partial risks R(w, p) by its own cutting plane
model. Similarly as in the previous sections, let us define shortcuts ai,p = R′(wi, p)
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and bi,p = R(w, p)− 〈R′(wi, p),wi〉. Then, the cutting plane model of R(w, p) can be
expressed as

Rt(w, p) = max
i=1,...,t

[bi,p + 〈ai,p,w〉] . (4.32)

The multiple cutting plane model of the risk R(w) is then defined as a sum

Rt(w) =
P∑
p=1

Rt(w, p) . (4.33)

Note, that for P = 1, equation (4.33) reduces to the original model (4.16). It is
immediately seen, that the multiple cutting plane model (4.33) preserves the crucial
properties of the original model, i.e., Rt(w) is a lower bound of R(w), which is tight
at points wi, i = 1, . . . , t. The idea is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

The proposed multiple CP BMRM denoted as P-BMRM, is obtained by substituting
multiple CPM (4.16) for the original model (4.16) in the definition of the reduced prob-
lem (4.19). Otherwise, the genuine BMRM Algorithm 3 stays unchanged. Updating
of the multiple CPM (step 5 of Algorithm 3) has the same computational complexity
as in the genuine BMRM. The higher accuracy is compensated by increased mem-
ory requirements due to storing P times more CPs. The hyperparameter P allows
controlling the trade-off between the precision of the approximation and the memory
requirements. As we will verify experimentally in Section 5.6, the higher value of P
implies more accurate model and the subsequently smaller number of iterations to
achieve the desired precision.

The reduced problem with the multiple CPM (4.33) can be expressed as a following
quadratic program

wt ∈ arg min
w∈Rn

λ
2
‖w‖2 +

P∑
p=1

ξp


s.t. 〈ai,p,w〉+ bi,p ≤ ξp, i = 1, . . . , t , p = 1, . . . , P . (4.34)

The Lagrange dual of (4.34) reads

αt ∈ arg min
α∈Rt

 t∑
i=1

P∑
p=1

αi,pbi,p −
1

2λ

∥∥∥∥∥∥
t∑
i=1

P∑
p=1

αi,pai,p

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

s.t.
t∑
i=1

αi,p = 1, p = 1, . . . , P ,

αi,p ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , t , p = 1, . . . , P . (4.35)

The primal solution is obtained from the dual solution αt by

wt =
1

λ

t∑
i=1

P∑
p=1

αi,pai,p . (4.36)

The dual problem (4.35) has P linear equality constraints instead of a single one as in
the original dual (4.25). However, the variables bound by the constraints are decoupled
which allows using sequential minimal solvers, if needed.

Experimental evaluation of proposed P-BMRM algorithm is presented in Section 5.6.
Besides this, the multiple CPM can be used together with the Prox-BMRM described
in the previous section. The algorithm using both ideas, that is, the adaptively updated
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prox-term and the multiple CPM, is denoted as Prox-P-BMRM. Experiments show
that while both proposed algorithms, Prox-BMRM, and P-BMRM, improve the gen-
uine BMRM algorithm significantly, the best results are achieved by Prox-P-BMRM,
being their combination.
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This chapter is divided into six sections dedicated to an empirical evaluation of methods
proposed in this thesis. In Section 5.1, we summarize specific instances of proposed
DPM detector as well as all competing landmark detection methods assessed in our
evaluation. The metrics used for evaluation of the detection accuracy are defined in
Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents results on single-view databases, and Section 5.4 on
multi-view databases. Single-view databases contain faces in a near frontal view in
contrast to multi-view databases containing also profile faces. The detection time of
compared detectors is evaluated in Section 5.5. The last section, Section 5.6, presents
an empirical evaluation of proposed improvements of the BMRM algorithm for learning
SO-SVM classifiers.

5.1. Evaluated landmark detection methods

In this section, we describe instances of proposed DPM detector and the contemporary
state-of-the-art methods to which we compare the proposed detector. Namely, we
compare to a tree-based DPM detector of Zhu and Ramanan [2012], which is a most
related method to our work. Despite having relatively small localization accuracy, it is
up to our best knowledge the only publicly available truly multi-view detector, that is,
working in the full range of the yaw angle. We also compare to the IntraFace [Xiong and
la Torre, 2013] detector, considered to be the current state-of-the-art in both precision
and speed, the detector of Kazemi and Sullivan [2014], GN-DPM [Tzimiropoulos and
Pantic, 2014], Chehra [Asthana et al., 2014], STASM [Milborrow and Nicolls, 2014],
and the detector of Everingham et al. [2006]. Also, we include the results of two
commercial solutions: landmark detector provided in the iPad SDK and detector of
face.com, a web service dedicated to face recognition which was later acquired by
Facebook.

Some of the competing algorithms use a face detector as their integral part. To
make a fair comparison to these methods, we crop test images around the face box
enlarged by 30%. Doing this should minimize the influence of failures of the particular
face detector. Different methods may detect a different number of landmarks. In all
evaluations, we use a subset of landmarks which is common to all compared methods.
In particular, we use a set of 49 landmarks for the single-view (frontal faces) and 18
landmarks for the multi-view databases. In the multi-view experiments, we also eval-
uate the detector’s ability to estimate the viewpoint. Since some competing methods
do not estimate the viewpoint, we extend these methods with the head-pose estimator
based on a fitting of a 3D-model to the localized landmarks [Asthana et al., 2013]. The
estimated yaw angle (i.e. the viewpoint) is then rounded to the intervals defined in
Table 3.1.

5.1.1. Proposed single-view detectors

In this section, we describe our implementations of proposed DPM detector suitable
for detection in a single-view near frontal facial images. Here, we summarize only
a particular configuration and design choices that are not described in Chapter 3.
The detector’s parameters are learned by the SO-SVM algorithm (4.5) optimizing the
single-view loss (4.10).
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The input of the detector is a sub-image cropped from the input image around a
bounding box localized by a face detector. We use a commercial face detector1 learned
by the WaldBoost algorithm [Šochman and Matas, 2005]. The face detector returns a
face box encoding a rough estimate of the face location, the face size, and the in-plane
rotation. In addition, our face detector provides a rough estimate of the viewpoint.

DPM detector of 8 facial landmarks (L8-DPM) The graph of deformable parts for
the set of 8 landmarks (L8 landmark configuration) is depicted in Figure 3.9. The
detector uses the normalized frame of size 40 × 40 pixels. The normalized frame is
obtained by applying a face detector, enlarging the face box by a factor of 1.2 and
affinely transforming the cropped image to size 40 × 40 pixels, without the Gaussian
filter smoothing. The patches of the local parts, from which we compute the features,
are 10×10 pixels for the non-root landmarks and 20×20 pixels for the root landmark.
The root landmark is an artificial landmark representing a face center. The artificial
landmark is computed from 7 landmarks (eye corners, mouth corners, and the nose
tip) annotated in the database. We evaluate two variants of the detector using S-LBP
features, and HOG features. The S-LBP variant of the DPM detector has dim(w) =
232, 476 parameters in total, the majority of them corresponding to templates on top
of the S-LBP features. In contrast, the HOG variant of the DPM detector has only
dim(w) = 6, 976 parameters in total.

Independent SVM detector We evaluate a baseline method composed of indepen-
dent Support Vector Machine (SVM) detectors. The SVM detectors use the S-LBP
features and the same patch sizes and search spaces as the L8-DPM detector. The
only difference is that landmarks are estimated independently. In turn, detectors are
trained independently by the SVM algorithm which optimizes the L1 distance between
the true and the estimated landmark position, similarly as in the structured case.

Coarse DPM detector of 68 landmarks (C-DPM) The graph of deformable parts
for a dense set of 68 landmarks (L68 landmark configuration) is depicted in Figure 3.1.
The very same graph is used by F-DPM and C2F-DPM detectors described below. The
C-DPM detector uses the normalized frame of size 80×80 pixels. The normalized frame
is obtained by affinely transforming an image cropped around a face box enlarged by a
factor of 1.5. Before computing the S-LBP features, the normalized frame is smoothed
out by applying a 2D Gaussian filter with σ = 1.0. The patches used to compute
S-LBP features for the appearance model are of size 13 × 13 pixels for all landmarks
except the root landmark (the landmark s31), which has a size of 21× 21 pixels. The
C-DPM detector has dim(w) = 2, 478, 348 parameters in total.

Fine DPM detector of 68 landmarks (F-DPM) A size of the normalized frame is
set to 160×160 pixels. The face box is extended by a factor of 1.25. The 2D Gaussian
filter with σ = 0.85 is applied on the normalized frame for smoothing. Patches of the
appearance model are of size 15× 15 pixels for non-root landmarks and 21× 21 pixels
for the root landmark. The F-DPM detector has dim(w) = 3, 456, 012 parameters in
total.

Coarse-to-fine DPM detector of 68 landmarks (C2F-DPM) Using a normalized
frame with a higher resolution leads to a higher detection accuracy, but also higher
processing time. To keep the processing time low, we use the proposed coarse-to-fine

1Provided by courtesy of Eyedea Recognition www.eyedea.cz
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search strategy described in Section 3.6. Briefly, the idea is to use a coarse detector
C-DPM to obtain precisely localized face box. The precise face box is then used as an
input of a fine detector F-DPM operating on a higher resolution image. The processing
time remains relatively low since the precise face box allows us to use tighter search
spaces for individual landmarks.

5.1.2. Proposed multi-view detectors

In this section, we describe the implementation of our multi-view DPM detectors suit-
able for processing facial images when the viewpoint is unknown. All implemented
detectors are learned to localize a set of 21 landmarks.

Multi-view detector from independent DPM detectors As a baseline multi-view
detector, we use the following method. We learn a set of independent single-view DPM
detectors each for a different viewpoint φ ∈ Φ. The particular single-view detector is
selected based on a response of the face detector which outputs a rough estimate of
φ. The individual single-view detectors use the same graph structure and features as
the two multi-view detectors described below. The normalized frame is of size 60× 60
pixels. The S-LBP features are computed from patches which have the same size, 9×9
pixels, for all but the root landmark. The root landmark corresponding to the tip of
the nose (visible in all views) is of size 15× 15 pixels. Before computing the features,
the normalized frame is smoothed out by a 2D Gaussian filter with σ = 0.4. Thanks
to the self-occlusions the number of landmarks depends on the particular view. The
number of landmarks and the corresponding graph structured for individual views are
described in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3, respectively.

Parameters of the independent detectors are learned by the SO-SVM algorithm (4.5)
which optimizes the single-view loss (4.10). As the normalization factor κ(s) we use
the face size defined as a distance between the root of the nose and the chin (i.e. the
face height), that is, the distance ‖s09 − s21‖2 using the notation from Figure 3.3.

Single-stage multi-view DPM detector The graph structure and features of the
individual components of the multi-view detector are identical to the independent
single-view detectors described in the previous section. The main difference is that
the single-stage multi-view detector estimates the viewpoint φ ∈ Φ and landmark co-
ordinates simultaneously, solving a single (discrete) max-sum problem (3.2). For more
details, see Section 3.2.1. Parameters of the detector are learned by SO-SVM algo-
rithm (4.5) which optimizes the multi-view loss function (4.11) defined in Section 4.2.
As the normalization factor κ(s) we use the face height (FH) defined as a distance
between the root of the nose and the chin.

Two-stage multi-view DPM detector The graph structure and features used for indi-
vidual viewpoints are identical to the independent single-view detectors. The two-stage
multi-view detector in the first stage applies a set of single-view detectors. Second, it
uses the response of the first stage to compute features which are consequently used
to estimate the correct viewpoint, that is, it selects the single-view detector whose
response best matches the input image. The two-stage detection model is described in
Section 3.2.2. The parameters of the single-view detectors are learned in the same way
as the independent detectors. The multi-class classifier of the second stage is learned
by the SO-SVM optimizing the 0/1-loss function defined on the viewpoint φ ∈ Φ.
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5.1.3. Existing methods

Detector of Zhu and Ramanan [2012] We use the code provided by the authors
with the fully shared model “p99”. This detector simultaneously works as the face
detector and the detector of facial landmarks. The detector returns 68, or 39 land-
marks for the near-frontal, or the profile viewpoint, respectively. The detector of Zhu
and Ramanan [2012] uses a part of the Multi-PIE database for training which is not
consistent with our split. Hence, the corresponding results on the Multi-PIE dataset
might be positively biased for this detector.

Chehra [Asthana et al., 2014] We use the implementation of a recently published
facial landmark tracker provided by the authors. The detector is based on a cascade
of discriminatively trained regressors estimating the pose and shape parameters of
a 3D face model. The detector was trained on the 300-W dataset [Sagonas et al.,
2013a]. It returns 49 landmarks as well as the estimation of the 3D head-pose orien-
tation [Asthana et al., 2013].

IntraFace [Xiong and la Torre, 2013] We use the code kindly provided by the au-
thors. The detector’s learning is formulated as nonlinear least squares (NLS) problem
the goal of which is to match the face model to the image. The NLS is solved by
the SDM algorithm, learning a descent direction from the training data. The detector
returns a set of 49 landmarks and an estimate of the viewpoint. The detector was
learned on a subset of Multi-PIE and LFW [Huang et al., 2007] datasets. Therefore,
the results on these two datasets might be positively biased in favor of this detector
because we use a different split.

GN-DPM [Tzimiropoulos and Pantic, 2014] We use a code provided by the au-
thors. This detector is an instance of a generative DPM, where the optimization of the
appearance and global shape model is done simultaneously by the Gauss-Newton algo-
rithm. It detects 49 landmarks. The detector is initialized from a response of the Zhu
and Ramanan [2012] detector. The detector was trained on the LFPW [Belhumeur
et al., 2011] dataset which is a part of the 300-W benchmark.

Kazemi & Sullivan [Kazemi and Sullivan, 2014] We use the implementation from
the “dlib C++” library. This detector is based on a gradient boosting of an ensemble of
regression trees. The detector estimates a set of 68 landmarks. The detector is trained
on the iBUG dataset which overlaps with the testing part of the 300-W benchmark.
For this reason, we compare to this method only on the Annotated Facial Landmarks
in the Wild (AFLW) and Multi-PIE datasets.

Active Shape/Appearance Models (ASM/AAM) We use the STASM detector [Mil-
borrow and Nicolls, 2014] which is a well-tuned instance of the ASM. The STASM
detector is considered to be one of the best publicly available facial landmark detec-
tors nowadays [Çeliktutan et al., 2013]. In the experimental evaluation, we use this
detector on the precisely same input as our proposed detector, and we select just a
relevant subset of facial landmarks out of the total number of 77.

Detector of Everingham et al. [Sivic et al., 2009] The detector of Everingham et al.
[2006, 2008]; Sivic et al. [2009] is yet another representative of the DPM detectors. It
was trained on a collection of consumer images which are, however, not available. This
detector outputs 9 landmarks: canthi of eyes, corners of the mouth and three points
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on the nose. Unlike our approach, the appearance model and the deformation costs
are learned independently.

iPad (SDK 2012) The iPad device comes with a facial recognition SDK. One com-
ponent of the SDK from 2012 is a simple facial landmarks detector. The detector
returns just 3 points: the center of the left and right eye and the center of the mouth.
Unfortunately, we do not know what type of detector is used nor from which training
examples it was learned. Although the SDK is a bit outdated, we include it to the
comparison just for curiosity.

face.com The face.com used to be a commercial web service dedicated to face recog-
nition. It was acquired by Facebook in the middle of 2012. It provides a facial landmark
detector estimating 6 landmarks: the face center, centers of eyes, the mouth corners,
the center of the mouth and nose. The used detection method, as well as training
data, are unknown.

5.2. Evaluation metrics

In this section, we describe evaluation metrics used to measure the performance of
single-view and multi-view detectors.

5.2.1. Single-view error

To evaluate the single-view detector, we use a localization error (also called P2P error)
defined as

Eloc(ŝ, s) =
1

κ(s)|V |

|V |∑
j=1

‖ŝj − sj‖ , (5.1)

where κ(s) is a normalization factor, s are the ground truth landmark locations and
ŝ are their predictions, returned by the detector. In existing literature κ(s) is most
often set to the IOD computed from the ground truth annotation s, namely, using
the location of the eyes (c.f. Section 4.2 for more details). The IOD is a reasonable
option for near frontal images. However, for non-frontal images, the value of IOD
is significantly influenced by the yaw angle of the face. Moreover, the IOD is zero
for profile views. A more appropriate normalization factor for non-frontal images is
the vertical face size (face height) as defined in Section 4.2 since the pitch angle is
more stable in natural face images. Despite the mentioned disadvantage, in most
experiments, we use the IOD to make our evaluation compatible with the results in
the existing literature. The vertical face size is used as the normalization factor in the
experiments on the LFW, AFLW, and Multi-PIE benchmarks.

To assess a given detector, we report a cumulative histogram of its localization errors
computed on test examples. The y-axis of the cumulative histogram corresponds to
the percentage of test faces with a localization error not higher than the corresponding
value on the x-axis. Also, we report the A5, and A10 score being the percentage of
test examples with the localization error not higher than 5%, or 10% of the IOD (or
face size), respectively. In other words, A5, and A10 scores represent two points on the
cumulative histogram. Intuitively, A5 score is the percentage of test faces where the
detector provides very precise prediction (on the level of a human precision). The A10
score is then the percentage of test faces on which the evaluated detector still works
reasonably well.
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that the definition of the localization error (5.1)
coincides with the single-view loss (4.10) the convex proxy of which is optimized by
the SO-SVM algorithm when learning parameters of proposed DPM detectors.

5.2.2. Multi-view errors

Besides landmark locations ŝ, the multi-view detector also returns an estimate of the
viewpoint φ̂. Because the evaluated methods are integrated with a face detector, they
first try to detect whether the input image contains a face or not. If no face is detected,
the detector outputs an empty set φ̂ = ∅. To evaluate multi-view detectors, we use the
multi-view localization error defined as

Emv(φ̂, ŝ, φ, s) =

{
1

κ(s)|V φ|
∑|V φ|

j=1 ‖ŝj − sj‖, if φ̂ = φ

∞, if φ̂ = ∅ or φ̂ 6= φ
(5.2)

where s, ŝ are defined as before, φ is a ground truth viewpoint, and φ̂ is its prediction.
Compared to the single-view error (5.1), the multi-view localization error, in addition,
accounts for the option that the detector incorrectly predicts the viewpoint, φ̂ 6= φ, or
that it fails to detect the face, φ̂ = ∅. In such case, the penalty is set to ∞.

For a given detector, we report the cumulative histogram of the multi-view localiza-
tion error computed on test examples. We also report the A5, and A10 score defined
above.

Here, we also mention a similarity between the multi-view localization error (5.2),
and the loss function (4.11) which is optimized during the learning the proposed multi-
view detector. The only difference is that∞ penalty in the definition of (5.2) is replaced
by a finite constant in (4.11) to make the usage of the margin re-scaling loss possible.

Yaw angle prediction error To quantify the error made in predicting a correct view-
point φ (i.e. the yaw angle), we use the viewpoint prediction error

Eyaw =
1

m

m∑
i=1

[[φ̂i 6= φi]] , (5.3)

where [[·]] stands for the Iverson brackets, φi is the ground truth viewpoint of the i-th
example, φ̂i is the detector’s estimate on the i-th example viewpoint, and the sum goes
over m examples in a test set. The value of Eyaw is thus an estimate of the probability
that the detector predicts the viewpoint incorrectly.

Face detection failure To measure the probability that the detector overlooks a face,
we define a face detection error

Efd =
1

m

m∑
i=1

[[φi = ∅]] , (5.4)

To measure the probability that the detector overlooks a face, we define a face detection
error where the sum goes over m test examples. In other words, Efd is an estimate of
the recall of the integrated face detector. Since the existing benchmarks do not contain
examples of non-face images, we measure only the recall and not the precision of the
detector.
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5.3. Single-view experiments

In this section, we report experiments on two datasets. First, we use the LFW dataset
composed of photographs of celebrities in near frontal poses taken in uncontrolled en-
vironments. The LFW is a standard benchmark for face verification algorithms. We
endowed the LFW dataset with a manual annotation of 7 landmarks. We were using
the LFW dataset at the beginnings of our work on the topic when there was no rea-
sonably large unconstrained, i.e. “in-the-wild”, publicly available landmark detection
benchmark. Second, we evaluate detectors on the 300-W dataset, which is nowadays
the standard benchmark for near-frontal landmark detection. The 300-W ataset [Sag-
onas et al., 2013b,a, 2016; Tzimiropoulos et al., 2012] is a collection of “in-the-wild”
faces annotated with 68 landmarks.

5.3.1. LFW dataset

The first experiment is conducted on the LFW dataset [Huang et al., 2007] with manual
annotation of 7 landmarks, namely, 4 canthi (corners of the eyes), 2 mouth corners,
and the tip of the nose. We found experimentally that the DPM detector is more
robust if it estimates an additional artificial landmark representing the center of the
face. The location of the 8-th landmark is computed from the 7 manually annotated
landmarks. However, the artificial 8-th landmark is not included in the computation
of the localization error.

Except for the iPad and face.com, all other competing methods estimate, inter
alia, these 7 landmarks. For iPad and face.com, we compute the localization error
on a subset of 7 landmarks the two methods return. All methods evaluated in this
experiments are listed in Table 5.1. In this experiment, we compute the localization
error normalized by vertical face size, i.e. a face height (c.f. Section 4.2).

13, 233 facial examples from the LFW dataset are randomly split into training,
validation, and test sets, in a ratio 60/20/20. 6, 919 examples from the training set
are used to learn parameters of the DPM detector. The best performing regularization
constant is selected on 2, 307 examples from validation examples. The remaining 2, 316
examples from the test set are used to compute localization error for all competing
methods. Unfortunately, one of the competing methods, the IntraFace, uses a different
subset of the LFW dataset for training, rendering the results positively biased in favor
of this method.

We compare two variants of the proposed DPM detector using the same structure
but different features to represent the landmark appearance. Namely, we use the DPM
detector with S-LBP features and with the HOG features. In addition, we evaluate
a baseline method composed of a set of independent SVM detectors using the S-LBP
features but no structure between the landmarks.

Figure 5.1 shows the cumulative histogram of the localization error Eloc evaluated on
test images of the LFW dataset. The A5, and A10 scores are summarized in Table 5.1.
Based on the results we can draw the following conclusions:

• The DPM detector with S-LBP features performs significantly better than the DPM
detector with the same structure using the HOG features. However, the DPM
detector with HOG features still performs significantly better than the independent
SVM detectors which use the S-LBP features. This suggests that employing the
structure can increase the detector’s performance more than using better features
and ignoring the structure.

• In the overall comparison, we see, that the proposed DPM detector with S-LBP
features outperforms all but one competing methods, which is the commercial In-
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Figure 5.1. The cumulative histograms of localization error Eloc evaluated on test images of
the LFW dataset.

traFace [Xiong and la Torre, 2013] detector. However, as we mentioned above, the
results for the IntraFace might be positively biased, due to using a different subset
of the LFW examples for training, i.e. IntraFace probably trains on some examples
from our test set.

• The proposed DPM detector (both using the S-LBP and HOG features) is signifi-
cantly better than all competing DPM-based detectors, i.e. Everingham et al. [2008]
and two variants of Zhu and Ramanan [2012].

Table 5.1. The A5, and A10 scores obtained on the LFW dataset.

LFW dataset

method A5 A10

proposed L8-DPM detector (S-LBP features) 60.97% 96.50%
proposed L8-DPM detector (HOG features) 32.97% 89.50%
independent SVM detector 12.04% 79.44%
Everingham et al. [2008] 20.03% 89.64%
STASM [Milborrow and Nicolls, 2014] 27.56% 92.23%
Zhu and Ramanan [2012] (p146) 0.09% 37.06%
Zhu and Ramanan [2012] (full) 0.90% 52.12%
face.com 14.74% 87.80%
iPad SDK 16.14% 82.68%
IntraFace [Xiong and la Torre, 2013] 70.05% 100.0%

5.3.2. 300W dataset

The 300-W dataset [Sagonas et al., 2013b,a, 2016] was created by the organizers of
the “300 Faces in the Wild Challenge”2. The 300-W dataset consists of a public and

2The challenge has been organized twice to this date. Firstly, the challenge results were evaluated
at the ICCV workshop in 2013 [Sagonas et al., 2013a]. Secondly, the challenge was associated to
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non-public part. The public part released to the challenge participants is a collection
of 6, 193 re-annotated examples from LFPW, AFW, HELEN, XM2VTS, and IBUG
datasets. The non-public part was hidden to the participants, and it was released
after the end of the challenge in 2016. The non-public part consists of 600 faces images
taken in uncontrolled environments. Out of the 600 images 300 are taken indoors, and
300 outdoors. The quality of images varies, but they are mostly sharp and of a high
resolution.

The annotation of 68 landmarks was acquired by a semi-automatic method described
in [Sagonas et al., 2013b]. To compute the localization error, we used a subset of 49
landmarks which is common to all competing methods3. Similarly to the evaluation
metric of the 300-W challenge, we use the IOD as the face size normalization factor,
and inf penalty to evaluate failures of a face detector.

The public part contains 6, 193 images in total. We used its original split into
training, and testing subsets. As our algorithm also requires a validation set for tuning
the regularization constant, we further divide the original training subset into two
parts. Finally, we have 3 subsets: 5, 124 examples for training parameters of the
detector, 551 validation examples for tuning the regularization parameter, and 518
testing images for evaluation of the localization error.
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Figure 5.2. The cumulative histograms of the average localization error evaluated on (a) the
public part and (b) non-public part of the 300-W dataset.

Cumulative histograms of the localization error are shown in Figure 5.2 for both
the public and non-public part of the 300-W dataset. The corresponding A5 and
A10 scores are summarized in Table 5.2. Exemplary images on which the proposed
C2F-DPM detector provides the lowest, and the highest localization error are presented
in Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4, respectively. The obtained empirical results suggest that:

• Except for the detector of [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012], all competing methods return
comparable results on the public part. Regarding the A5, and A10 score the best

a special issue of the “Image and Vision Computing Journal (IMAVIS)” with results summarized
in [Sagonas et al., 2016].

3The 300-W competition used a subset of 51 landmarks for the error evaluation. The 2 missing
landmarks in our setting correspond to the inner corners of the mouth.
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detector is the IntraFace followed by the proposed C2F-DPM detector. It should
be emphasized, that the worst performing method of [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012] is
the only fully multi-view detector in this comparison, hence not exploiting the prior
knowledge that test images contain near-frontal faces. Despite this fact, the [Zhu
and Ramanan, 2012] detector still works reasonably well judging based on the A10
score.

• Localization errors of all competing methods are significantly worse in the non-public
part of the 300-W dataset, compared to the public one. Recall, that the public part is
composed of standard datasets while the non-public part was collected independently
by the challenge organizers. The different results could be caused by over-fitting or,
possibly, by a bias of the creators of the non-public part towards selecting more
complicated images for a final test.

• The detector of Kazemi and Sullivan [2014] is significantly better than the other
methods on the non-public part. The runner-up according to the A5 score is the
IntraFace and the proposed C2F-DPM detector according to the A10 score.

• It is seen, that the proposed C2F-DPM detector has the highest percentage of test
images with localization error not higher than 15% of the IOD. This holds for
both public and non-public parts. In other words, the proposed detector makes the
smallest number of “big mistakes” which can be attributed to its global inference
procedure and a good face detector.

Table 5.2. The A5 and A10 scores obtained on the public and non-public parts of the 300-W
dataset evaluated for all compared detection methods.

300-W dataset 49 landmarks

public non-public
method A5 A10 A5 A10

proposed C2F-DPM 86.87% 97.10% 45.33% 80.67%
Zhu and Ramanan [2012] (p99) 3.09% 76.06% 0.50% 47.00%
IntraFace [Xiong and la Torre, 2013] 94.40% 98.07% 44.00% 76.67%
GN-DPM [Tzimiropoulos and Pantic, 2014] 80.31% 88.22% 46.00% 61.83%
Chehra [Asthana et al., 2014] 84.56% 89.96% 48.50% 68.67%
Kazemi and Sullivan [2014] (dlib C++) — — 68.33% 85.83%

5.3.3. Evaluation of the Coarse-to-Fine search strategy

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed coarse-to-fine search strat-
egy. We use the public part of the 300-W dataset and the same evaluation protocol
as we described in the previous section. In Figure 5.5a, we show the localization er-
ror of different variants of the DPM detectors, which differ in the resolution of the
normalized frame and the initialization method used. Recall, that the initialization
method determines the size, and position of search spaces, by which it influences the
accuracy and the execution time of the detector. We can see, that the F-DPM de-
tector working on a high-resolution normalized frame but initialized directly from the
response of the face detector works significantly worse than the C-DPM detector using
a low-resolution normalized frame and the same initialization. The C-DPM detector
works better because the low dimensional normalized frame implies wider area in the
input image covered by search spaces by which it compensates the inaccurate initial
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location of the face box. We can see, that using the response of the C-DPM to con-
struct a better face box, and running the very same F-DPM detector, as implemented
in the C2F-DPM detector, yields significantly better results. At the same time, the
C2F-DPM detector has a smaller execution time because search spaces of the F-DPM
detector are smaller. We also show the accuracy of the F-DPM detector initialized by
an ideal face box computed directly from the ground truth landmark locations. We
can see that the accuracy of the C2F-DPM detector closely matches the accuracy of
the ideally initialized F-DPM detector.

5.3.4. Comparison of different loss functions

The most similar method to our approach is the detector of Zhu and Ramanan [2012].
One of the main conceptual differences is the loss function used in the learning of the
detector’s parameters. The detector of Zhu and Ramanan [2012] optimizes a convex
surrogate of 0/1-loss function, which penalizes any deviation of the prediction from
the ground truth positions equally. In contrast, we use a surrogate of the localization
error, i.e. the objective function of our learning algorithm is directly connected to the
actual performance measure.

Besides a different loss function, the detector of Zhu and Ramanan [2012] uses dif-
ferent design options, like the features, size of the normalized frame, optimization
algorithm for learning, etc. In order to measure the effect of using a different loss func-
tion only, we learn the C-DPM detector using the 0/1-loss (4.12) and the single-view
loss (4.10) which we propose.

In this experiment, we use the public part of the 300-W dataset and evaluation pro-
tocol as in the previous section. The resulting cumulative histogram of the localization
error for the C-DPM detector learned with two different loss functions is depicted in
Figure 5.5b. Also, we include results of the detector of Zhu and Ramanan [2012]. It is
seen that using the proposed single-view loss function brings a constant improvement
of approximately 1%, compared to the detector learned with the 0/1 loss.

In Figure 5.6, we show a sample of test examples with the highest absolute difference
between the localization errors of the C-DPM detectors learned with two different loss
functions. It can be seen that the detector learned with 0/1 loss fails significantly
when the initial face box is not precise, or when the facial expression is exaggerated.
It is also seen that the detector trained with 0/1 loss has problems with estimation of
landmarks on the mouth and nose contours.
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Figure 5.3. Exemplary images on which the proposed C2F-DPM detector achieved the smallest
localization error. The localization error is normalized by the IOD and printed as a red
number in the image title. The errors are computed on the public test part of the 300-W
dataset. The ground truth annotation of 68 landmarks is represented by green plus markers
while the predicted positions are red circles.
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41.59;
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Figure 5.4. Exemplary images on which the proposed C2F-DPM detector achieved the highest
localization error. The localization error is normalized by the IOD and printed as a red
number in the image title. The errors are computed on the public test part of the 300-W
dataset. The ground truth annotation of 68 landmarks is represented by green plus markers
while the predicted positions are red circles.
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Figure 5.5. Figure (a) shows the localization error of different variants of DPM detectors
which differ in the resolution of the normalized frame and the initialization method used.
The C-DPM detector works on a low-resolution normalized frame, and it is initialized from
the face detector. The localization error of the F-DPM detector working on a high-resolution
normalized frame is shown for the initialization from a face detector and the ideal initial-
ization computed from the ground truth annotations. The C2F-DPM detector uses the
response of the C-DPM to initialize the F-DPM detector. Figure (b) shows the localization
error of the C-DPM which was learned using different loss functions. Here, we measure the
localization error on all 68 landmarks.
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19.76; 86.56; 66.81 14.54; 9.15; 5.39 8.76; 18.55; 9.79

7.65; 24.89; 17.24

11.49; 6.54; 4.95

5.20; 12.15; 6.94

Figure 5.6. The comparison of results provided by the detector trained with the proposed
single-view loss and the 0/1 loss on images from the 300-W public test set. The green
crosses denote the ground truth landmarks. The red pluses are the landmarks estimated by
the detector learned with the single-view loss. The blue circles are landmarks detected by
the detector learned with the 0/1 loss. The yellow box is the initialization face box provided
by the face detector. The corresponding localization error for both detectors is shown in
the title of each example. The last number in the title is the absolute difference of the
localization errors of the two detectors.
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5.4. Multi-view experiments

In this section, we describe results of multi-view experiments. First, we compare
our multi-view detector to the state-of-the-art methods on two datasets, namely the
AFLW, and the Multi-PIE. Then, we compare the two approaches to learning of our
multi-view detector— the single-stage approach, and the two-stage approach which
were described in Sections 3.2.1, and 3.2.2, respectively.

5.4.1. AFLW & Multi-PIE dataset

Multi-view experiments are conducted on the AFLW [Köstinger et al., 2011], and
Multi-PIE [Gross et al., 2010] datasets. We use the AFLW dataset for both training and
evaluation, and the Multi-PIE dataset for evaluation only. Both datasets come with
the annotation of 21 facial landmarks (see Figure 3.3(a)). We used a subset of 12, 525
images from the Multi-PIE, for which we have a precise ground truth annotation.
The original AFLW database consists of 24, 686 images. However, the annotation of
a large number of images is either inconsistent (confused landmarks) or imprecise. To
correct the annotation, we fitted a 3D face model, proposed in [Čech et al., 2014],
to the manually annotated landmarks. The projected landmarks of the 3D model
were then manually inspected and corrected when necessary. The process reduced the
number of images to 21, 688 (mainly due to failures of the face detector involved in the
semi-automatic annotation procedure), but it significantly improved the quality of the
ground truth annotation.

We randomly selected ≈ 37% of images for training, ≈ 12% for validation and ≈ 51%
for testing. The number of training examples is relatively small taking into account
the number of model parameters dim(w) = 1, 335, 360. Surprisingly, the test accuracy
of the learned detector is quite high which we attribute to the generalization ability of
the SO-SVM algorithm.

5.4.2. Summary results on AFLW & Multi-PIE

This section summarizes a comparison of the proposed landmark detector with com-
peting methods on the AFLW and Multi-PIE datasets. In Figure 5.7, and 5.8, we show
the cumulative histograms of multi-view localization error Emv (5.2), evaluated on test
images of the AFLW, and the Multi-PIE dataset, respectively. The corresponding A5
and A10 scores are summarized in Table 5.3. Besides overall statistics computed on
all test images in a given dataset, we also evaluate detectors on subsets of test images
having the ground truth viewpoint within a specified range. In particular, we define
the following subsets:

• near-frontal images with the yaw angle φ ∈ (−15◦, 15◦)

• non-profile images with the yaw angle φ ∈ (−60◦,−15◦) ∪ (15◦, 60◦)

• profile images with the yaw angle φ ∈ (−110◦,−60◦) ∪ (60◦, 110◦)

The most of the detectors are not designed or trained to operate in the full range of
the viewpoint, and thus they fail on profile images. For this reason, we show results on
profile subset only for the proposed detector, the baseline independent DPM detector,
and the detector of Zhu and Ramanan [2012], all operating in the full range of yaw
angles. In Table 5.4, we show the viewpoint prediction error Eyaw and face detector
error Efd on non-profile images. Figure 5.9 depicts exemplary outputs of the proposed
detector on a sample of test images from the AFLW dataset. We show both the
examples with a small localization error, Emv ≈ 5%, and the highest error, Emv =∞,
that is, the images on which the viewpoint estimation failed.
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Table 5.3. The A5 and A10 scores obtained on the non-profile testing subsets of the AFLW,
and Multi-PIE datasets. The A5 and A10 score is a percentage of test images with the
multi-view localization error not higher than 5%, and 10% of the face height, respectively.

AFLW Multi-PIE
method A5 A10 A5 A10

proposed MV single stage detector 44.17% 91.44% 58.79% 77.06%
proposed MV two-stage detector 49.58% 92.18% 65.07% 76.08%
independent DPM detectors 44.72% 91.30% 46.36% 55.22%

Zhu and Ramanan [2012] (p99) 10.98% 48.19% 47.59% 66.47%
IntraFace [Xiong and la Torre, 2013] 57.80% 76.63% 68.92% 71.24%
GN-DPM [Tzimiropoulos and Pantic, 2014] 31.06% 50.02% 30.51% 34.69%
Chehra [Asthana et al., 2014] 41.45% 62.29% 69.07% 73.92%
Kazemi and Sullivan [2014] (dlib C++) 49.58% 75.60% 55.63% 62.20%

Table 5.4. The viewpoint prediction error Eyaw and face detector error Efd evaluated on
non-profile testing examples from AFLW, and Multi-PIE datasets, respectively.

XXXXXXXXXXXmethod
dataset AFLW Multi-PIE

Efd Eyaw Efd Eyaw

proposed MV single-stage detector 0.00 % 23.61 % 0.06 % 22.21 %
proposed MV two-stage detector 0.00 % 23.53 % 0.06 % 23.37 %
independent DPM detectors 0.00 % 30.34 % 0.06 % 44.04 %

Zhu & Ramanan [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012] 35.60 % 56.47 % 0.08 % 33.29 %
CHEHRA [Asthana et al., 2014] 25.30 % 40.52 % 19.94 % 25.34 %
IntraFace [Xiong and la Torre, 2013] 19.10 % 32.76 % 11.94 % 27.96 %
Kazemi & Sullivan [Kazemi and Sullivan, 2014] 20.57 % 31.80 % 10.63 % 32.80 %
GN-DPM [Tzimiropoulos and Pantic, 2014] 19.05 % 48.09 % 0.09 % 62.98 %

Based on the empirical results we can draw the following conclusions:

• The results demonstrate that both variants of the proposed detector, i.e. the
single-stage and the two-stage approach (they are compared in details later in Sec-
tion 5.4.3), have consistently good localization accuracy in all viewpoints.

• The evaluation on the near-frontal, and non-profile faces shows that proposed de-
tectors have the smallest multi-view localization error. More precisely, proposed
detectors, as well as the IntraFace, detector of [Kazemi and Sullivan, 2014], and
Chehra provide roughly the same amount of test faces with a localization error not
higher than 5% of the face height. However, the proposed detector significantly
dominates the others in the regime with still tolerable localization error of 7.5 to
10% of the face height. This behavior is consistent over both datasets.

• On the profile images, the proposed detector significantly outperforms the only fully
multi-view competitor, the detector of Zhu and Ramanan [2012]. Both variants of
the proposed detector are also consistently better than the baseline composed of
the independent DPM detectors, demonstrating the benefits of using the structured
classifier over the independent estimate of the viewpoint and landmark locations.

• The proposed detector has a significantly smaller viewpoint prediction error Eyaw,
and face detector error Efd on both datasets than the rest of competing methods. A
small face detector error Efd is a result of using the state-of-the-art commercial face
detector. SA small Eyaw can be attributed to the multi-view loss function (4.11)
used, thanks to which the learning algorithm explicitly minimizes the probability
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of confusing the viewpoint. In contrary, the detector of [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012]
learned with the 0/1-loss achieves the highest Eyaw among the competing methods.

5.4.3. Comparison of single-stage and two-stage approach

In this section, we compare two approaches to learning of the proposed multi-view
facial landmark detector, which were described in Sections 3.2.1, and 3.2.2.

The main goal of this experiment is to show, that the two-stage approach can dramat-
ically lower the training time while retaining the landmark localization and viewpoint
estimation accuracy.

The accuracy curves from testing parts of the AFLW, and Multi-PIE datasets ob-
tained using both approaches are depicted in Figures 5.7, and 5.8, respectively. The
proposed detector learned by the two-stage approach is consistently outperforming the
single-stage approach. This is not surprising since, in contrast to the single-stage, the
detector learned by the two-stage approach has two sets of parameters. The first set is
dedicated to the landmark localization, while the second one to the viewpoint estima-
tion. In contrast, the detector trained by the single-stage has a single set of parameters
for both tasks.

The entire learning procedure composed of tuning the regularization constant λ took
around 14 days on a machine with 12 cores CPU for learning the detector by the single-
stage approach. In contrast, the two-stage approach required less than 2 days for the
two-stage approach with just 8 cores CPU. 1 day was spent on learning the individual
detectors, i.e. the first stage, and less than a day took the learning of the second stage,
i.e. the viewpoint detector. The execution time of both variants of the multi-view
facial landmark detector is practically identical.

See Figures 5.7, 5.8, and Tables 5.3, 5.4 for a detailed quantitative comparison of
both variants of the proposed multi-view detector.

5.4.4. Limitations of the evaluation protocol

In the case of the near-frontal, single-view landmark detection problem, there exist
established benchmarks and evaluation metrics, e.g. the 300-W dataset and the eval-
uation protocol defined in [Sagonas et al., 2016]. There is no such benchmark for
evaluation of full multi-view detectors. The evaluation protocol used in our experi-
ments is an attempt to solve the issue. However, the protocol has its limitations. In
particular, we have identified the following problems:

• The evaluated methods use different face detectors which are often an integral part
of the landmark detector. This prevents to evaluate only the ability to localize
landmarks. Our multi-view localization error Emv penalizes face detector failures
by inf penalty. In addition, we also measure face detector failures independently by
the face detector error Efd.

• Because there is no established dataset, competing methods are trained on different
examples, or at least a different subset of the same benchmark. It is clear that the
quality and the extent of training examples used have a significant impact on results.

• The viewpoint influences the set of visible landmarks. Therefore, the viewpoint
estimate has to be included in the evaluation metric. Our definition of the multi-
view localization error Emv penalizes the yaw angle misclassifications by inf penalty
which is a conservative option. Also, we measure the viewpoint prediction error
independently using the metric Eyaw.
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Table 5.5. The average time required by competing methods to process a single face. We
show the average time, and the standard deviation in seconds. The results are computed
separately for each dataset. The “proposed” stands for the multi-view detector on the AFLW
(first column), and the Multi-PIE (second column) dataset, and C2F-DPM detector on the
300-W dataset (third column), respectively.

XXXXXXXXXXXmethod
dataset

AFLW Multi-PIE 300-W

proposed (multi-view/C2F-DPM) detector 0.011± 0.005 0.012± 0.002 0.1± 0.02
independent detectors 0.003± 0.001 0.004± 0.001 —
Zhu & Ramanan [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012] 60.4± 24.0 18.9± 11.4 73.9± 144.4
Chehra [Asthana et al., 2014] 0.1± 0.08 0.2± 3.4 0.2± 2.6
IntraFace [Xiong and la Torre, 2013] 0.05± 0.1 0.03± 0.01 0.1± 0.2
Kazemi & Sullivan [Kazemi and Sullivan, 2014] 0.4± 0.4 0.4± 0.3 0.248± 0.363
GN-DPM [Tzimiropoulos and Pantic, 2014] 0.8± 0.4 0.5± 0.1 0.6± 1.8

• The evaluated methods estimate different sets of landmarks. In our evaluation, we
use a subset that is common to all methods while the other landmarks are being
ignored.

5.5. Evaluation of the processing time

In this section, we evaluate the CPU time required by individual landmark detectors
to process a single image. Table 5.5 presents the results. The reported time is an
average measured on a set of cropped images containing a single face only, to decrease
the time spent on the face detector which is an integral part of the methods [Xiong and
la Torre, 2013; Zhu and Ramanan, 2012; Kazemi and Sullivan, 2014]. We do not count
initialization time, and if possible, we subtract the face detector time (e.g. for [Kazemi
and Sullivan, 2014]).

The fastest among the compared approaches is the independent DPM detector using
an external method for the viewpoint estimate. Otherwise, the proposed multi-view
DPM detector is consistently significantly faster than the rest of methods on both
AFLW and the Multi-PIE datasets. The achieved speedup is an order of magnitude
at least.

The processing time required by individual stages of the proposed detector is detailed
in Table 5.6. It is seen, that computations are dominated by feature evaluation, which
depends on the resolution of the normalized frame and the size of search spaces. On the
other hand, the max-sum inference (c.f. Section 3.5) takes less than 20% of the overall
time, thanks to the distance transform described in Section 3.5.2. To demonstrate the
benefit of a distance transform, we also present the time required by the max-sum
inference solved by a plain dynamic programming.

In Section 3.3, we presented several choices of feature descriptors that can be used
to describe the appearance model of landmarks. Here, we compare their processing
times. We measure the time needed to compute all descriptors for the root landmark of
the F-DPM detector, i.e. the patch of size 21×21 pixels across the whole search space
corresponding to this root landmark. We compare the proposed S-LBP descriptor,
the SIFT descriptor implemented in the Intraface [Xiong and la Torre, 2013], and the
HOG descriptor provided in MATLAB. The S-LBP descriptor requires 1 millisecond,
the SIFT 62 ms, and HOG approximately 930 ms.
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Table 5.6. Time requirements of individual stages of the proposed detectors. The statistics
are shown for the multi-view detector used on the AFLW, and Multi-PIE dataset, and the
C-DPM, and F-DPM detectors evaluated on the 300-W datasets. We list the average time
and standard deviation achieved on the testing images. The last row shows time needed
to compute the max-sum inference without using the distance transform, to emphasize its
importance. All times are shown in milliseconds.
PPPPPPPPPstage

type Multi-view detector C-DPM F-DPM
(AFLW + Multi-PIE) (300-W) (300-W)

normalized frame 0.009± 0.003 0.4± 0.1 1.4± 0.4
feature computation 8.1± 4.1 35.5± 6.1 64.2± 9.0
max-sum inference 2.4± 1.9 5.3± 0.8 6.4± 0.9
overall 10.5± 4.7 41.2± 6.8 72.0± 9.9

max-sum inference 93.0± 1.6 970.0± 30.1 2167± 38.8
without dist. transf. (38×slower) (183×slower) (339×slower)
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Figure 5.7. Cumulative histograms of the average localization error measured on a testing
subset of the AFLW dataset. The localization error is normalized by a face height, computed
as a distance between the root of the nose, and the chin. Individual sub-figures contain
error measured on a subset of the test images with the ground-truth viewpoint within a
corresponding range.
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Figure 5.8. Cumulative histograms of the average localization error measured on a testing
subset of the Multi-PIE dataset. The localization error is normalized by a face height,
computed as a distance between the root of the nose, and the chin. Individual sub-figures
contain the error measured on a subset of the test images with the ground-truth viewpoint
within a corresponding range.
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Examples with low localization error Emv ≈ 5%

Examples with misclassified yaw Emv =∞

Figure 5.9. Exemplary images from the AFLW testing set with the average localization error
not higher than Eloc ≈ 5% (top), and with the misclassified viewpoint Eloc =∞ (bottom).
Yellow box represents the face detection as provided by the face detector (i.e. the input
of proposed detector), the discretized viewpoint category is written on the top edge of the
face box. Red crosses denote landmarks. Blue lines connecting landmarks emphasize the
underlying graph corresponding to the viewpoint.
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5.6. Evaluation of the improved BMRM solver

The SO-SVM algorithm converts learning of the DPM detector into an instance of
a convex optimization problem. We found experimentally that a precise solution of
the learning problem is necessary to obtain well-performing landmark detector. We
conclude that the approximate online methods like the SGD [Bordes et al., 2009] yield
significantly worse solution than the precise batch solvers with a guaranteed accuracy.
Therefore, we use the BMRM solver, which provides the required precision but at
the expense of a long training time. The training time matters, because it restrict
the number of hyperparameters, and design options one can afford to evaluate. To
cope with the problem, we have proposed two improvements of the BMRM algorithm
with the aim to decrease the training time. The effect of these two improvements is
evaluated in this section.

Let us briefly describe our two improvements first. The full description can be found
in Chapter 4. The first improvement, which we denote as Prox-BMRM, is based on aug-
menting the objective function by an additional quadratic prox-term, whose strength
is adaptively tuned. The prox-term prevents searching for a consecutive solution too
far away from the previous estimate and, consequently, reduces the “zig-zag” behavior
of the BMRM solver, which is typical for small values of the regularization constant λ.
The second improvement, which we denote as P-BMRM, consists of using P cutting
plane models instead of a single one as in the genuine BMRM solver. The multiple cut-
ting plane model better approximates the risk function by which it reduces the number
of iterations. Both improvements can be naturally combined, yielding the best results.
We denote the variant combining the two improvements as the Prox-P-BMRM solver.

The proposed improvements of the BMRM solver are applicable to an arbitrary in-
stance of the SO-SVM learning, i.e. they are not constrained to landmark detection
problem. To demonstrate this, we evaluate the improvements on another two bench-
mark problems apart from the landmark detection. We describe these benchmark
problems in the next section.

5.6.1. Benchmark problems

We consider the following three benchmark problems each of which is an entirely
different instance of the SO-SVM classification problem. In all cases, however, we
search for a generic linear structured output classifier defined by (4.1). where the
particular interpretation of inputs x ∈ X , predicted outputs y ∈ Y and joint feature
map Ψ(x,y) is described below for individual benchmarks.

Benchmark 1: Optical Character Recognition (OCR) We consider the OCR prob-
lem as the first benchmark. We use the MNIST database4 composed of annotated
examples of handwritten numerals. The classifier’s input x is a gray scale image
28× 28 pixels large. The classifier’s output y is a digit label, i.e. y ∈ Y = {0, . . . , 9}.
We model each class by a single template image wy ∈ R28×28, y ∈ Y. As the scoring
function of the classifier (4.1), we use 〈w,Ψ(x,y)〉 = 〈x,wy〉. The parameter vector
w ∈ Rn has the dimension n = 7, 840 resulting from a column-wise concatenation of 10
templates wy, y ∈ Y, represented themselves as column vectors. We use the standard
classification 0/1-loss defined as `(y,y′) = 1 for y 6= y′ and `(y,y′) = 0, otherwise.
With these definitions, the classifier (4.1) becomes an instance of a linear multi-class
SVM classifier.

We train on all m = 60, 000 training examples, and we use the test part of the
database for validation, and testing (5, 000 examples each).

4http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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5.6. Evaluation of the improved BMRM solver

Benchmark 2: Facial landmark detection We consider learning of a facial landmark
detector as the second benchmark. To be more specific, we use the L8 variant of the
single-view detector, with the same settings as defined in Section 5.1.1. We train the
L8 landmark detector on the LFW dataset, i.e. on a set of m = 6, 919 images with
manually annotated landmark positions. The dimensionality of the joint parameter
vector w ∈ Rn is n = 232, 476 in this experiment.

Benchmark 3: License plate segmentation We consider a segmentation of a car
license plate images as the third benchmark. The classifier’s input x ∈ X is an image
H ×W pixels large, which contains a license plate, i.e. a line of text composed of a
known set of characters. The columns of input image x are features extracted from
the intensity values of a corresponding column of a raw image taken by a camera.
The classifier outputs image segmentation y = (s1, . . . , sL) ∈ Y, where s = (a, k),
a ∈ A is a character code and k ∈ {1, . . . ,W} is a character position. An admissible
segmentation y ∈ Y must satisfy

k(s1) = 1 ,W = k(sL) + ω(sL)− 1 ,
k(si) = k(si−1) + ω(si−1) , ∀i > 1 ,

}
(5.5)

where ω : A→ N are the widths of characters. The constraints (5.5) guarantee, that the
segmentation y covers the whole image x by a sequence of characters a1, . . . , aL, which
do not overlap. Each character a ∈ A is modeled by a template image νa ∈ RH×ω(a).
The parameter vector w ∈ Rn to learn is a column-wise concatenation of all templates
νa, a ∈ A. The scoring function of the classifier (4.1) computes the correlation between
image x and character templates placed one by one according to segmentation y ∈ Y ,
i.e. 〈Ψ(x,y),w〉 equals to

L(y)∑
i=1

ω(a(si))∑
j=1

〈col(x, j + k(si)− 1), col(wa(si), j)〉 , (5.6)

where col(I, i) denotes the i-th column of image I. We use the Hamming distance
as the loss function to measure the number of incorrectly segmented columns w.r.t.
to the annotated segmentation. The evaluation of the classifier (4.1), as well as the
evaluation of ri(w), and its sub-gradient ri(w), leads to an instance of the DP.

We use m = 6, 788 annotated images for training, 1, 692 for computing the valida-
tion error, and 1, 692 images for testing 5. The parameter vector w has n = 4, 059
components.

5.6.2. Evaluation of the proposed P-BMRM algorithm

In this experiment, we compare the genuine BMRM solver to the proposed P-BMRM,
and the online SGD algorithm. For BMRM and P-BMRM algorithm we measure the
number of iterations needed to achieve the ε-precise solution

F (wt)− Ft(wt)

F (wt)
≤ 0.01 , (5.7)

where F (wt) is the original objective value and Ft(wt) is the reduced objective value
given by the CPM. When the stopping condition is satisfied, it implies that F (wt) ≤
F (w∗)/0.99 ≈ 1.01F (w∗). The stopping condition (5.7) cannot be used in the SGD
algorithm because SGD does not provide the lower bound on the optimal value. To al-
low a fair comparison, we first run the BMRM algorithm, and then, we use the value of

5The data were provided by the courtesy of Eyedea recognition http://www.eyedea.cz.
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the objective function in the last iteration as a stopping criterion for the SGD. In par-
ticular, we iterate the SGD, until the value of the objective function F (wt) gets below
the value returned by the BMRM algorithm when it was stopped based on (5.7). The
reason for using the number of iterations as a measure of the computational complexity
instead of the wall-clock time is two-fold. First, the per-iteration computational com-
plexity of all tested algorithms is similar (in the case of the SGD algorithm, we consider
one pass through all the training examples as one iteration), because it is dominated
by calling classification oracle to evaluate the risk and its sub-gradient. Second, the
number of iterations does not depend on the implementation and the hardware used.

Table 5.7 shows the number of iterations required to achieve an ε-optimal solution
for different values of λ on Benchmarks 1, and 2. The table shows the results for the
SGD and the P-BMRM for varying number P . Note, that standard BMRM is equiv-
alent to P=1-BMRM using a single CPM. The tables also show a speedup achieved
by processing individual CPMs in parallel measured relatively to the standard BMRM
algorithm running on a single CPU. The standard BMRM can be naturally parallelized
as well by decomposing the computation of the risk and its sub-gradient on P com-
puters (CPUs) equally. However, the speedup of the standard parallelized variant of
the BMRM is just P . The results show the following facts:

• The number of iterations of the P-BMRM decreases with increasing P . This is an
expected result because a higher P implies a finer approximation of the objective.
It should be mentioned that increasing P leads to a proportional increase of the
memory requirements, caused by maintaining P CPMs instead of a single one.

• The P-BMRM algorithm is more efficient for low values of λ, i.e. for the most time-
consuming instances of the learning problem (4.5). For example, the (P = 64)-BMRM
requires 11 times less iterations, compared to the standard BMRM on Benchmark 1
when we use λ = 10. Using the parallel P-BMRM then leads to the speedup factor
of 700.

The relative distance to the optimal value as a function of the iteration number is
shown in Figures 5.10, and 5.11 for different values of λ, respectively.

In Figure 5.12, we also show the convergence of the objective function F (w) and
the value of the validation risk for the BMRM algorithm, and SGD algorithm. The
convergence curves are given for Benchmark 2 (landmark detection), and regularization
constant λ = 100. It is seen, that SGD reaches a relatively good precision of the
objective function after a few iterations, but then it stalls. In contrast, the BMRM
fluctuates at the beginning, but at the end, it manages to reach the ε-precise solution.
Also, a more precise solution regarding the objective function F (w) is translated to
a lower validation risk. In particular, the precise BMRM algorithm outperforms the
online SGD algorithm by a significant 1.5% regarding detection accuracy.

5.6.3. Evaluation of the proposed Prox-BMRM algorithm

In this section, we compare the standard BMRM, the Prox-BMRM algorithm imple-
menting the second proposed improvement, and the Prox-P-BMRM algorithm com-
bining both improvements. The proposed algorithms using prox-term are started from
a non-trivial initial solution. Note, that such initialization is pointless in the case of
the standard BMRM, which does not prevent consecutive solutions from jumping ar-
bitrarily far from the previous one. We experiment with two different strategies to
compute the initial solution. In the case of Benchmark 1, we start the algorithm from
the solution obtained in a model selection for the previous value of the regularization
constant λ. The run for the highest value of λ is started from w = 0. In the evaluation
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Table 5.7. The table shows the number of iterations needed to reach ε-optimal solution and the
speedup of parallelized version of the algorithm, measured regarding a number of iterations
required to converge. Each row corresponds to a different setting of a number of CPMs.
The last row shows results for the SGD algorithm. Symbol “—” means, that the SGD did
not converge.

Facial landmark detection — L8 on LFW database

λ = 10000 λ = 1000 λ = 100 λ = 10
#iter speedup #iter speedup #iter speedup #iter speedup

P = 1 BMRM 104 1 172 1 390 1 999 1
P = 8 BMRM 88 9.5 171 8.0 350 8.9 858 9.3
P = 16 BMRM 85 19.6 144 19.1 307 20.3 733 21.8
P = 32 BMRM 75 44.4 123 44.7 276 45.2 618 51.7

SGD 1 104 1 171 — — — —

OCR — MNIST database

λ = 1000 λ = 100 λ = 10 λ = 1
#iter speedup #iter speedup #iter speedup #iter speedup

P = 1 BMRM 163 1 431 1 1384 1 5159 1
P = 8 BMRM 123 10.6 271 12.7 737 15.0 2132 19.4
P = 16 BMRM 98 26.6 208 33.2 512 43.3 1346 61.3
P = 32 BMRM 79 66.0 155 89.0 332 133.4 810 203.8
P = 64 BMRM 60 173.9 106 260.2 218 406.3 470 702.5

of Benchmark 2, and 3, the initial solution is obtained by performing 10 iterations of
the SGD [Bordes et al., 2009].

We learn the SO-SVM classifiers on all 3 benchmarks for different values of the
regularization parameter λ. All evaluated algorithms use the same stopping condi-
tion (5.7). For each algorithm, we report the number of iterations and a wall clock
time. All algorithms are implemented in the same framework using the same imple-
mentation of the time-consuming procedures, which justifies the usage of a wall clock
time. The obtained results are summarized in Table 5.8. Based on the results we can
observe that:

• The Prox-BMRM significantly decreases both number of iterations, and a wall clock
time, compared to the original BMRM. As expected, the speedup is higher for
the lower values of λ when the standard quadratic regularization term has a small
influence.

• The speedup is further improved by Prox-P-BMRM algorithm, which in addition
to the prox-term also uses a multiple CPMs with P = 16 components. The im-
provement due to using more CPMs is well seen on Benchmark 3 (license plates),
where the vector of parameters has relatively small dimension. Using more CPMs
is less beneficial for Benchmark 2 (facial landmarks), where data are very high-
dimensional and sparse. The maximal speedup 9.7 was obtained on Benchmark 1
(OCR — MNIST) for the smallest value of λ and Prox-16-BMRM.

To show the effect of the introduced prox-term on the convergence, we plot a relative
distance to the optimal value as a function of the iteration number in Figure 5.13. It
is seen, that convergence curve for the Prox-BMRM is much smoother, compared to
the standard BMRM, whose curves fluctuate strongly due to the “zig-zag” behavior.

Because all solvers use the same stopping condition enforcing a high precision solu-
tion, the learned classifiers have practically the same classification accuracy. Hence,
we report the validation errors and final test error only once in Table 5.9 for the sake
of completeness.
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Table 5.8. The number of iterations, wall clock time in hours, and the obtained speedups for all
benchmark problems and all tested algorithms runs with different values of the regularization
constant λ.

Benchmark 1: OCR — MNIST

Initial solution λ1 = 1000 λ2 = 100 λ3 = 10 λ4 = 1
REUSE #iter time spdup #iter time spdup #iter time spdup #iter time spdup

BMRM 157 0.049 1 417 0.128 1 1429 0.452 1 5932 2.018 1
Prox-BMRM 226 0.069 0.7 232 0.072 1.8 317 0.099 4.6 698 0.265 7.6
Prox-P=16-BMRM 244 0.078 0.6 256 0.086 1.5 291 0.107 4.2 408 0.209 9.7

Benchmark 2: Facial landmark detection

Initial solution λ1 = 10000 λ2 = 1000 λ3 = 100 λ4 = 10
SGD #iter time spdup #iter time spdup #iter time spdup #iter time spdup

BMRM 108 2.492 1 207 8.263 1 442 9.798 1 1084 47.767 1
Prox-BMRM 28 0.693 3.6 61 1.539 5.3 180 4.654 2.1 783 19.772 2.4
Prox-P=16-BMRM 32 0.783 3.2 55 1.301 6.3 142 3.365 2.9 555 14.411 3.3

Benchmark 3: License plate recognition

Initial solution λ1 = 105 λ2 = 104 λ3 = 103 λ4 = 102

SGD #iter time spdup #iter time spdup #iter time spdup #iter time spdup

BMRM 33 0.605 1 87 1.581 1 251 3.923 1 840 13.726 1
Prox-BMRM 34 0.631 1.0 67 1.236 1.3 126 2.065 1.9 286 4.665 2.9
Prox-P=16-BMRM 22 0.404 1.5 37 0.674 2.3 64 0.981 4.0 131 2.444 5.6

Table 5.9. The table shows validation risks for all benchmarks as a function of regularization
constant λ. The test risk is computed for a classifier with the minimal validation risk.
These results apply to all evaluated algorithms due the high precision solution enforced by
the stopping condition used.

Benchmark 1: OCR — MNIST

λ = 103 λ = 102 λ = 101 λ = 100 tst

val 0.0864 0.0740 0.0708 0.0720 0.0704

Benchmark 2: Facial landmark detection

λ = 104 λ = 103 λ = 102 λ = 101 tst

val 11.03 6.36 5.46 5.80 5.46

Benchmark 3: License plate segmentation

λ = 105 λ = 104 λ = 103 λ = 102 tst

val 22.22 13.16 7.02 4.61 4.21
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Figure 5.10. Convergence curves of the standard BMRM (i.e. P=1-BMRM), and P-BMRM
algorithm applied with different setting of the regularization constant λ to Benchmark 2,
the L8 face landmark detection problem. The curves show relative distance to the optimal
solution as the function of the number of iterations.
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Figure 5.11. Convergence curves of the standard BMRM (i.e. P=1-BMRM), and P-BMRM
algorithm applied with a different setting of the regularization constant λ to Benchmark 1,
the OCR benchmark problem. The curves show relative distance to the optimal solution as
the function of the number of iterations.
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5.6. Evaluation of the improved BMRM solver
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Figure 5.12. The convergence of (a) objective value, and (b) validation risk for the BMRM,
and the SGD algorithm on Benchmark 2 (landmark detection), using the optimal setting of
the regularization constant λ = 100.
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shown for the standard BMRM and the proposed Prox-BMRM algorithm. The results are
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6. Conclusions

In this thesis, we tackled the problem of learning a real-time multi-view detector of
facial landmarks. We focused on landmark detectors based on the DPM whose predic-
tion problem leads to a combinatorial search, solvable efficiently by global optimization
methods.

We showed that the parameters of the DPM detectors could be learned efficiently
from examples by the SO-SVM framework. The objective function of the proposed
instance of the SO-SVM algorithm is tightly connected to the performance measure
of the learned detector. We show experimentally, that the optimization of the actual
performance measure surrogate increases the landmark localization accuracy, compared
to existing methods which optimize much simpler loss functions. We have also proposed
a new two-stage strategy for learning the multi-view DPM detectors. The two-stage
learning splits the optimization of landmark localization accuracy and the viewpoint
prediction accuracy into two independent steps, where the latter step uses the results
of the former one. We have shown experimentally that the two-stage learning strategy,
compared to the single-stage approach, increases prediction accuracy and significantly
reduces the learning time.

We have shown that the globally optimal prediction strategy of the DPM detector
can be evaluated in real-time even for a dense landmark sets. The short prediction
time is achieved mainly by two algorithmic improvements. First, we reduce the num-
ber of evaluations of the base LBP features by organizing their computation into the
MIPMAP. Second, we speed up the combinatorial prediction strategy by using a coarse-
to-fine search. In the first stage, a coarse detector operating on low-resolution images
is used. In the second stage, landmarks detected by the coarse detector are used to
restrict the search space of the fine detector operating on a higher resolution image
and detecting the required number of landmarks.

We have proposed two improvements of the BMRM algorithm, being one of the
most frequently used SO-SVM solvers nowadays. First, we propose to improve the
approximation of the optimized objective function by using a multiple cutting plane
models, in contrast to the standard BMRM, which use only a single model. Second,
we propose to augment the objective function by an additional quadratic proxy term,
whose strength is changed adaptively in the course of optimization. The additional
proxy term helps to mitigate the “zig-zag” behavior of the standard BMRM, decreasing
the number of iterations in turn. The experimental evaluation shows that the new
BMRM algorithm, which uses both of the proposed improvements, speeds up the
learning up to an order of magnitude on a standard computer vision benchmarks, and
3 to 4 times when applied to the learning of the DPM landmark detector.

We have released an open-source library CLandmark1 which encapsulate all of
this thesis contributions, providing an efficient implementation of proposed (multi-
view) detectors, as well as the learning algorithms. The library has been already
acknowledged by numerous projects, such as the winner of the “ChaLearn Looking
at People Challenge 2016” Appearant Age Estimation track [Antipov et al., 2016], or
the “OpenTrack” project (https://github.com/opentrack/opentrack), to mention
a few.

1https://cmp.felk.cvut.cz/~uricamic/clandmark
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6. Conclusions

A list of possible topics for future research is as follows:

Modeling occlusions. The proposed multi-view DPM detector deals with self-
occlusions only. The other occlusions, caused by other objects like hands, non-tran-
sparent glasses, or hairs, are not modeled explicitly. A straightforward solution would
be to learn an additional classifier for each landmark that would predict its visibility,
based on a patch cropped around the predicted landmark position. A more sophis-
ticated solution is to incorporate the prediction of the landmark visibility into the
structured output classifier. The biggest obstacle for modeling occlusions is the lack of
a sufficiently large set of annotated examples containing information about the land-
mark visibility.

Prediction confidence. The proposed DPM detector does not provide confidence
for the predicted landmark configurations. The prediction confidence is important
functionality, for example, in applications which combine the landmark detector with
other processing blocks. One approach would be to calibrate the scoring function of
the DPM detector, to serve as a confidence measure, e.g. by fitting a logistic function
alike to the probabilistic output SVMs [Platt, 2000]. Another option is to learn an
independent classifier, which would assess the correctness of the landmark prediction
based on the quality of the input image and the prediction itself. An alternative option
is to incorporate the confidence prediction as an additional hidden state to be predicted
by the structured output classifier.

Deep learning. The recent overwhelming success of deep learning applied to various
computer vision problems has not avoided the landmark detection. The deep learning
has been applied to facial landmark detection problem, e.g. in [Sun et al., 2013; Lai
et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014b,a; Yu et al., 2016]. An interesting problem would be
to combine the DPM detector with the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). It is
straightforward to incorporate the DPM detector as the last layer of the CNN and to
train both models simultaneously by the back-propagation algorithm. A possible ad-
vantage of using the DPM layer is that this way one can easily enforce hard constraints
on the landmark configurations.
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